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IDEX 2021

The recently concluded edition of IDEX and NAVDEX has restored confidence in 
the possibility of rapid recovery from the impact of this pandemic. The volume of 
international participation whether political and military officials, experts and visi-
tors interested in defence, military technologies and security systems, or atten-
dance by international companies, encouraged world countries to resume these 
types of events. They can benefit from the UAE’s pioneering experience in organis-
ing the activities and proceedings of this edition that were characterised by care-
ful organisation and innovative procedures. Therefore, it has been an exceptional 
event by all standards, by which the UAE has shown that it is a world leader in de-
fence exhibition industry on the one hand and is leading a sustainable recovery 
from COVID-19 on the other.
The UAE has taken the first step on the road to global recovery from the Coronavi-
rus pandemic. Through its substantial success in organising IDEX and NAVDEX 
2021, it has posted an optimistic message of confidence that the world is regain-
ing its dynamism and vitality. IDEX and NAVDEX are not merely major defence ex-
hibitions, they are a real indicator of the recovery of the various economic sectors, 
especially the military and technological industries, which are the key mainstay of 
economy in many countries. During this edition, new state-of-the-art military 
equipment and advanced weapons and warfare technologies were showcased. 
Moreover, strategic partnerships were announced between the different partici-
pating entities and major companies in these fields, in addition to big deals in bil-
lions of dirhams. These are positive indicators of the return of business and re-
sumption of the various economic activities, which marks the phase of recovery 
from the Coronavirus pandemic.
The marked success of this edition of IDEX and NAVDEX 2021 yields many positive 
outcomes. First, it reinforces the leading position of the UAE in international exhi-
bition industry. The precautionary and preventive measures taken to guarantee 
the safety of participating delegations and all visitors of both exhibitions make 
IDEX and NAVDEX an exemplary international model of the organisation of exhibi-
tions at times of exceptional circumstances and crises. This would add to them a 
qualitative and symbolic value among international defence shows. Second, this 
edition of the two exhibitions has entrenched the soft power of the UAE and high-
lighted the civilised aspect of its people. This has made guests and visitors feel 
they were in their second home country, given the care and attention to the mi-
nutest details of their transport and stay. Third, the significant international praises 
and applause of the current edition reflect the great appreciation for the UAE and 
its pioneering endeavours in leading the world toward recovery from the reper-
cussions of COVID-19 pandemic. The UAE in particular is at the forefront of coun-
tries adopting a thoughtful strategy to manage the recovery phase from the Coro-
navirus.
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The hugely successful completion of the 15th edition of the International Defence Exhibition 

proved recovery from 

Events

IDEX, which brought together industry experts from across 
the globe, is one of the largest forums of its kind in the world, 
and a key chance to secure some of the most valuable invest-
ment deals for the arms industry.
Under the patronage of President His Highness Sheikh Khali-

Dhabi and Deputy Supreme Commander of the Armed Forc-
-

ister and Minister of Presidential Affairs, inaugurated the 
15th edition of IDEX and NAVDEX 2021, on 21st February. 
His Highness witnessed the opening ceremony in the pres-
ence of Ramzan Kadyrov, President of the Republic of Chech-
nya, Rustam Minkhanov, President of the Republic of Ta-
tarstan, Oleg Urosky, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of 
Strategic Industries in Ukraine, and Lieutenant General Mu-
hammad Hamdan Dagalo Musa, First Deputy Chairman of 
the Sovereign Council in the Republic of Sudan and a num-
ber of senior officials.

The key point to note is that it was the first global defence 
event to take place in the post-pandemic recovery stage, 
with 62,445 attendees at the venue across five days. 
As many as 900 exhibitors, 59 countries, and 35 international 
pavilions participated in IDEX and NAVDEX 2021, alongside 
five countries participating in the exhibitions for the first 
time: Israel, North Macedonia, Luxembourg, Portugal, and 
Azerbaijan.
Also proving the grand success of the events, AED 20.957 bil-
lion (US$ 5.7 billion) worth of deals were signed by the UAE 
Armed Forces. 
The opening ceremony began with the national anthem, fol-
lowed by a visual presentation that narrated the story of de-
velopment and leadership led by the UAE and the exception-
al achievements it has made, especially during 2020.
The ceremony witnessed a flying performance in the skies of 
Abu Dhabi to form the national flag, which was carried out 
by the Emirates Knights, as well as musical performances by 
military bands.
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900 exhibitors,

 59 countries 
participated in 

The opening ceremony was attended by Mohammed Bin 
Ahmed Al Bowardi, Minister of State for Defence Affairs, Lt. 
Gen. Hamad Mohammed Thani Al Rumaithi, Chief of Staff of 
the Armed Forces, and a number of senior commanders of 
the Armed Forces.

-
ber of the Executive Council, inaugurated the sixth edition of 
NAVDEX 2021.
The showcased naval units participating in NAVDEX 2021 to-
talled 17 from 10 countries, which included minesweepers, 
missile boats, patrol boats, landing crafts, rescue boats, de-
stroyers and frigates, as well as the latest coastal security sys-
tems and marine telecommunication solutions. 
The inauguration was attended by Lt. General Eng. Issa Saif 
Bin Ablan Al Mazrouei, Deputy Chief of Staff of the Armed 
Forces, Major General Sheikh Saeed Bin Hamdan Bin Mo-
hammed Al Nahyan, Commander of the UAE Naval Forces, 

and several officials.
 

Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy Supreme Commander of 
the Armed Forces, visited several national and international 
pavilions at IDEX. He viewed the latest innovations of par-
ticipating companies and countries, as well as their ad-
vanced equipment, control systems, and defence and mili-
tary radar technologies.

On the sidelines of IDEX, Mohammed Bin Ahmed Al Bowardi, 
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Minister of State for Defence Affairs, received Lieutenant 
General Abdullah Bin Hussein Al Nuaimi, Minister of Defence  
Affairs of Bahrain; Denis Mantrov, Russian Minister of Indus-
try and Trade, and Hagop Arshkian, the Armenian Minister of 
High Technology Industry, in the presence of Matar Salem Al 
Dhaheri, Undersecretary of the Ministry of Defence and a 
number of senior officers and officials in the Ministry, and the 
accompanying delegations.

The first day of IDEX and NAVDEX saw the UAE Armed Forces 
sign 19 deals, worth AED 5.03 billion, with local and interna-
tional companies.
Staff Brigadier-General Mohammed Al Hassani, Official 
Spokesperson of the IDEX and NAVDEX exhibitions, said: 
“The total amount of deals signed with international parties 
amounted to AED 1.091 billion, which is 22 per cent of the 
total value of deals. Meanwhile, the value of deals signed 
with UAE companies reached AED 3.939 billion, or 78 
per cent of the total value of deals.”
The prominent deals that were concluded on day 1 
included a contract with “Calidus Aerospace - Sole 
Proprietorship” to purchase 12 B-250 Badr aircraft 
at a value of AED 1.697 billion. 
The armed forces contracted with the “Inter-
national Golden Group” company. The pur-
chase of ammunition and weapons worth 
AED 689 million, in addition to the pur-
chase of cars and machinery from the 
Nimr Automotive Company, was 
worth more than AED 230 million.
The local deals included a contract 
with Al-Masoud Company to 

supply spare parts and maintenance work for a Leclerc tank 
and Oshkosh spare parts for general maintenance at a value 
of AED 250 million, and a Global Aerospace Logistics Com-
pany to provide technical support services for the air naviga-
tion system for the joint aviation command, at a value of AED 
410 millions, and a contract with Bin Hilal to supply spare 
parts, repair and technical support, worth AED 45 million.
The foreign deals that were signed with the armed forces in-
cluded, “RHEINMETALL ELECTRONICS” to provide technical 
support for simulated tactical engagement in favour of the 

Land Forces Command at a value of AED 57.4 million, and 
a contract with “INSITU” to buy drone systems. 

An agreement had been signed with “DENEL SOC LTD” 
to purchase the unmanned aircraft system “SEEKER 

400” for the Presidential Guard Command at a value 
of AED 50 million, and finally a contract was 

signed with “OUVRY SAS” to purchase individual 
preventive missions for chemical defence at a 

value of AED 101.3 million.
On Day 2, the UAE Armed Forces signed 11 

deals, worth AED 7.29 billion, with local 
and international companies. The total 

amount of deals signed with interna-
tional parties amounted to AED 6.98 

First global defence event to 

recovery stage 
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billion, which is 95 per cent of the total value of deals.
The value of deals signed with UAE companies on the second 
day reached AED 310 million. 
The third day saw the UAE Armed Forces sign 12 new deals, 
worth AED 5.589 billion. The total amount of deals signed 
with international parties amounted to AED 1.164 billion, 
which is 21% of the total deal value for the third day, and AED 
4.425 billion of deals were agreed with UAE companies, 
which is 79% of third day’s total deal value.
Naval Staff Colonel Fahed Nasser Al Thehli, Official 
Spokesperson for NAVDEX, commented: “Significant 
deals with UAE companies include the contract 
which was put in place with ‘Yas Holding LCC’, pur-
chasing Korean CHUNMOO launchers and mis-
siles, at a value of AED 2,955,292,542. Further 
deals have included agreements with ‘Abu 
Dhabi Ship Building Company, providing 
technical support services for naval ves-
sels and ships, at a value of AED 
650,000,000.”
Lieutenant-Colonel Staff Maya 
Rashid Almazrouei commented: 
“Prominent international deals 
have included contracts have 
been put in place with ‘HAR-

RIS INTERNATIONAL INC’, implementing automated com-
mand and control projects, at a value of AED 651,519,997, 
alongside a renewed agreement with ‘ELETTRONICA S.P.A, 
providing technical support for reconnaissance for the Air 
Defence Command, for a value of AED 289,394,300.”
Also signed were agreements with THE BOEING COMPANY’, 
providing maintenance on C-17 simulators for the Air De-
fence Command, at a value of AED 112,966,788 and ‘THALES 
LAS FRANCE SAS’, to purchase spare parts for radar systems 
for the Air Defence Command, at a total value of AED 
66,432,037.
The fourth day of IDEX and NAVDEX saw the UAE Armed 
Forces sign 24 new deals, worth AED2.140 billion, with local 
and international companies. The cumulative value of deals 
signed at IDEX and NAVDEX is now AED20.053 billion.
Staff Brigadier-General Mohammed Al Hassani said, “The to-
tal amount of deals with UAE companies amounted to 
AED1.42 billion, which accounts for 66 per cent of the total 
deal value, while the total amount of deals with international 
companies amounted to AED720 million, or 34 per cent of 

the total deal value.”
Fahed Nasser Al Thehli remarked, “Deals have been put in 

place with ‘Nexter Systems’, providing spare parts for 
Leclerc tanks for the General Maintence Corps, at a 

value of AED 92,947,500. Agreements have been fi-
nalised with ‘NORCONSULT TELEMATICS LTD’, pro-

viding advisory services for a value of AED 
35,525,256.

Lieutenant-Colonel Sarah Al Hajri, spokesper-
son for IDEX and NAVDEX 2021

remarked, “Deals were agreed with ‘MP3 
International Trading Agencies LLC’, pur-
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chasing ammunition for the Land Forces, at a value of AED 
41,000,000. We have cemented contracts with ‘Barij Muni-
tions’, purchasing MK-82 and MK-81 bombs for the Air Force, 
at a value of AED 94,868,000.”
Five deals with international companies and 15 with local 
companies were inked on the final day of the exhibitions, at a 
value of AED 904.2 million (USD 246.2 million).

Charitable and Humanitarian Works, inaugurated the “Saadi-
yat”, the Emirati multi-mission ship at NAVDEX. 
The vessel, manufactured by the UAE National Corporation 
for the Manufacture of Military Ships, performs several mis-
sions, including providing logistical support to marine 
groups and formations, 71m long and 14m wide. 

Saudi Arabian Military Industries (SAMI) company, Advanced 
Electronics Company (AEC)  showcased its latest military 
technologies at IDEX 2021 across services, solutions and sys-
tems in the fields of Electronic Warfare, C4ISR (Command, 
Control, Communications, Computers, Combat Systems, In-
telligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance), and Cyber Se-
curity including Radio Over IP System (RoIP), Software De-
fined Radio (SDR), Unmanned Surface Vessels (USVs) and 
Electronic Intelligent Solutions (ELINT).

Israel  Aerospace Industries (IAI) is expanding its family of 
electro-optical/IR payloads with the introduction of Mega-
POP. The advanced electro-optical payload was developed 
by TAMAM, IAI’s electro-optical and navigation system 
house.
The new payload is designed for land applications such as 
marine or land border control, surveillance of sensitive facili-
ties, or any other operational mission that requires especially 
lengthy surveillance performance, as well as high-definition 
vision capabilities with a system that uses several sensors, si-
multaneously.

Lockheed Martin, the U.S.-based global technology leader, 
showcased its latest defence solutions at IDEX.
Attendees at  IDEX  2021 experienced the company’s next-
generation aircraft, rotary systems, air and missile defence 
technologies, as well as command and control systems, and 
advanced simulation and training solutions, all in compli-
ance with strict COVID-19 protocols to ensure the safety of 
visitors and exhibitors.

Reutech Communications, a division of Reutech (Pty) Ltd, 
and a global leader in secure tactical communications for the 

integrated battlefield, offered the complete spectrum of 
tactical battlespace requirements with a family of fully in-
teroperable software-defined military secure CNRs at IDEX.  
“The range with its associated equipment and management 
software offers highly-advanced, secure voice and data net-
work links with ECCM for airborne, ground-based and mari-
time applications. This enables a seamless interchange of in-
formation for the modern data centric battlefield,” said 
Manoj Hiralal, CEO of Reutech.
Combat Vehicle Simulation
Guardiaris’ Multipurpose Military Vehicle Trainer (MMVT) is 
elevating combat vehicle simulation to a new level. This fully 
modular solution ensures comprehensive training of gun-
ners, drivers, commanders, and entire crews under realistic 
conditions. The focus is on an extremely short ‘plan-train-
asses’ loop with versatile training options.
 Built to customers’ specific demands, MMVT’s cabin interi-
ors are designed as exact replicas of a vehicle crew’s working 
environment, from military grade seats and communication 
equipment, to other crucial components. Controls, switches 
and gauges are either physically replicated or displayed on 
touchscreens, resulting in unmatched realism.

EXPAL’s new Dual-EIMOS is an 81mm on-board mortar on a 
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highly mobile 4x4 light tactical vehicle with deep fording ca-
pability, automatic fire control and integrated with TALOS 
command and control system.
The company has carried out an evolution of the system to 
add up key benefits for missions. These include its robust-
ness and survivability, with the capacity for deep fording of 
up to 1.5m without preparation on the VAMTAC ST5 plat-
form.

L3Harris Technologies introduced a next generation, soft-
ware-defined power amplifier at the show. The L3Harris RF-
410 NGPA maximises mission flexibility and enhances tacti-
cal agility by eliminating the need for multiple power ampli-
fiers. It is lightweight and provides radio-agnostic capabili-
ties and multiband support. The radio offers seamless access 
to networked voice and data, over the frequency range of 
30-2600 MHz. Waveform coverage includes wideband and 
legacy narrowband communications. 

Iveco Defence Vehicles has been gaining deep experience in 
the development of military vehicles throughout the years. 
UPERAV Land has been developed starting from SUPERAV 
8x8 design, protagonist of the USMC ACV 1.1 programme, 

which BAE Systems was awarded, in partnership with Iveco 
Defence Vehicles. 
Equipped with a new generation Iveco 6-cylinder multifuel 
engine with 700 HP and 3000 Nm torque, coupled with Alli-
son 4800 SP transmission and with proprietary H-type drive-
line, SUPERAV Land -provides unique performance in terms 
of speed, performing best-in-class mobility on all terrains. 

JADARA Equipment & Defence Systems Co PSC is a Jordanian 
military-industrial company, and one of the leading compa-
nies in the field of development, production and sale of short 
and medium range anti-tank systems, as well as Opto-Elec-
tronic, Night Vision, and Thermal sighting systems for various 
military applications. 
The first serial product which brought worldwide recognition 
and fame for the Company was the grenade launcher system 
Nashshab, put into service by the Jordanian army first and 
then succeeded in the foreign market. On May 30, 2013, King 
Abdullah II inaugurated the production facility of the antitank 
grenade launcher Nashshab. Based on the Nashshab, JADA-
RA developed the promising remotely controlled ground 
QUAD-1 and the mobile QUAD-2, both equipped with four 
grenade launchers, and advanced salvo firing capabilities. 
Protected Mobility 
A major supplier of protected land mobility vehicles to the 
French Army and regional military forces, Arquus exhibited its 
leading solutions at the show. The company displayed all its 
solutions with the addition of its latest product Scarabee, a 
light, versatile, highly mobile and powerful vehicle.
The manufacturer of world-renowned vehicles, such as the 
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VAB, the VBL, the Bastion and the Sherpa, many of which are 
already serving in the Gulf region, presented the Scarabee in 
the region for the first time at IDEX. 
The Scarabee is the first military hybrid-drive compact ar-
moured reconnaissance car providing high mobility and 
stealth features. 

What makes state-owned Spanish Navantia stand out is its 
flexibility in transfer of technology and localisation, as well as 
in its endeavour to push the boundaries of innovation 
through the application of Smart technologies which is em-
bodied in its Shipyard 4.0 concept. The Shipyard 4.0 is digital 
transformation enabling smart tools and processes across 
the value chain.
As for technology transfer and localisation, Navantia has 
been able to lead with its partners across many countries, no-
tably in Saudi Arabia, the UK and Australia. In Saudi Arabia, 
Navantia through a joint venture with Saudi Military Indus-
tries (SAMI) developed, integrated and commercialised the 

Combat System.

Saab has designed IDAS (Integrated Defensive Aids Suite) to 
be a multi-spectral, fully integrated aircraft self-protection 
system. IDAS requires a single Electronic Warfare Controller 
(EWC) for all four main functions, RWR (Radar Warning Re-
ceiver), MAW (Missile Approach Warning), LWS (Laser Warn-
ing System) and countermeasure dispensing system. The 
EWC provides the interfaces to the platform avionics and dis-
plays. This is especially beneficial for helicopter installations 
where space and mass are critical. 
Strategic Intelligence 
As a systems partner and integrator for secure communica-
tions architectures and monitoring networks, Rohde  & 
Schwarz provides tactical and strategic intelligence as well as 
digital communications sovereignty. The privately-owned 
company  showcased an innovative portfolio of interopera-
ble, high-performance solutions for deployment on land, in 
the air and at sea.
The Rohde & Schwarz booth showcased the NAVICS inte-
grated naval communications system, secure software de-
fined radios of the SOVERON product family brand, cellular 
network analysis and intelligence solutions used by agen-
cies and authorities worldwide, aerospace and defence test 
solutions, and endpoint security and network encryption 
systems.

At IDEX, LACROIX displayed the new GALIX AOS system up-
grade, which now includes acoustic detection. Known for its 
benchmark performance, GALIX is one of the most advanced 

self-protection solutions, chosen by the French Army to 
equip SCORPION vehicles, and employed internationally to 
protect all types of land vehicles. The company showcased 
the evolution of its GALIX AOS self-protection suite, coupled 
with the PILAR V by METRAVIB DEFENCE, on the new AJBAN 
MK2 vehicle model.
Olivier Priouzeau, Regional Manager, Head of Abu Dhabi Of-
fice, LACROIX, told Nation Shield: “At IDEX we showcased a 
new smart software solution of GALIX that now includes 
acoustic detection. We are proud to cooperate with NIMR 
from EGDE, and METRAVIB DEFENCE. This new system that 
we are providing to the UAE offers self-protection from 
acoustic detection to reaction. Currently, close to 3,000 vehi-
cles are equipped with GALIX in the UAE.”

countries
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Rosoboronexport (part of Rostec State Corporation) held a 
public presentation “New Russian-Made Small Arms” at its 
stand. 
The company’s specialists unveiled the technical characteris-
tics, unique design solutions and employment features of the 
KORD balanced action assault rifles, the latest Kalashnikov AK-
19 assault rifle and the Lebedev compact pistol (PLC), which 
will be exhibited abroad for the first time.
The 6P68 Kord assault rifle from world-famous Russian arms 

accuracy in the hands of special forces soldiers. Experts espe-
cially note its unique characteristics in automatic firing mode 
owing to an innovative balanced action system.

Combat aircraft must be protected with the most capable 
countermeasures available and be able to escort less well-de-
fended aircraft through contested airspace. 
Elettronica has over three decades’ experience working closely 
with the UAE. The company has been involved with an array of 
major projects in the UAE and this long partnership has en-
sured that the country’s platforms are robustly protected.
The company showcased its solutions, capabilities and prod-
ucts applicable to the air domain at IDEX. 

Elettronica has employed this expertise and technology in the 
company’s EDGE escort jammer. The EDGE is a jamming pod 
which can protect an individual jet or a package of aircraft. The 
user gets two capabilities in one; they can use EDGE passively 
to collect radar signals for analysis or use it actively to transmit 
high-powered conventional and discreet jamming waveforms 
against a diverse array of radars transmitting across a wide 
swathe of frequencies. 
Multiple threats can be jammed simultaneously using the 
pod’s advanced transmit/receive modules. Moreover, EDGE is 
cost effective. 

The fact that IDEX ended with the UAE Armed Forces signing 

deals worth US$5.7 billion reveals the event’s significance. 
Capital inflow at this level shows how the Emirati defence 
sector is already a mainstay of the national economic diversi-
fication strategy. 
The most significant thing about IDEX is that it was an in-per-
son event. This would have been the norm before the pan-
demic. Nowadays, they are a novelty that only the most pre-
pared and strategic organisers are capable of pulling off.
At IDEX, strict measures were applied across the 35,000 
square metres of exhibition space. 
Commenting on the conclusion of the events, Major General 
Staff Pilot Faris Khalaf Al Mazrouei, Chairman of the Higher 
Organising Committee, said: “The 15th  edition has been 
nothing short of exceptional. These events continue to 
strengthen their global position, providing exhibitors and 
participants from around the world with an integrated glob-
al platform, in spite of the challenges imposed by the COV-
ID-19 pandemic.”  
Staff Pilot Ishaq Saleh Al Balushi, Head of the Executive Direc-
torate of Industries and Development of Defence Capabili-
ties at the Ministry of Defence, and Vice Chairman of the 
Higher Organising Committee for IDEX and NAVDEX, com-
mented: “The UAE has once again demonstrated its global 
leadership in hosting and organising international and stra-
tegic events. These events indicate renewed confidence and 
optimism as the UAE charts a new course for post-pandemic 
recovery.”
Humaid Matar Al Dhaheri, Managing Director and Group 
CEO of the Abu Dhabi National Exhibitions Company, com-
mented: “The edition was described as one of the most suc-
cessful global events organised in the post pandemic phase 
by participants, exhibitors, and visitors alike. In organising 
these two exhibitions, we have met and exceeded the aspira-
tions of all attending this edition. Over 96 per cent of visitors 
and exhibitors were satisfied with the exhibition, which is 
considered one of the highest rates in the global exhibition 
and conference sector.” 
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EDGE, an advanced technology group 
for defence and beyond, launched its 
first family of multirotor loitering muni-
tions, the QX range, on the first day of 
the recently-held International Defence 
Exhibition and Conference (IDEX 2021) 
in Abu Dhabi.
 In addition, Shadow 50 and Shadow 25, 
Rash 2 gliding munition kit, as well as new 
variants of the RW24 range – all designed 
and manufactured in the company’s first 
year of operations – were also unveiled. 
The launching of the Class-1 electric unmanned aerial vehi-
cles (UAVs) took place at the EDGE pavilion in the presence of 
Faisal Al Bannai, CEO and Managing Director of EDGE, and Ali 
Al Yafei, CEO of ADASI.
 Faisal Al Bannai stated: “Drone technology is revolutionising 
our world with the full potential of unmanned and autono-
mous capabilities still to be further explored – not just in the 
military sector, but the commercial sector too. With the fu-
ture increasingly relying on unmanned systems that provide 
a higher degree of tactical flexibility, we have invested exten-
sively to fast-track R&D investments in these domains, bring-
ing related products to market with speed.”
 The QX family of loitering munitions comprises of four prod-
ucts: QX-1, a micro-UAV, QX-2, a mini-UAV, QX-3, a small UAV, 

and QX-4, which features an im-
pressive vertical take-off and 
landing (VTOL) fixed wing. The 
precision-guided systems use so-
phisticated AI algorithms to tar-
get and strike, boasting accuracy 
of 1 m CEP (circular error proba-
ble) – with an aim similar to laser 
guided munitions. 
  The second range of loitering 
munitions consists of Shadow 50 

and Shadow 25. Shadow 50 can carry a payload of 50kg –
double its counterpart. Shadow 25 is a high-speed system 
equipped with a jet engine and boasts a short reaction time. 
 Also launched at IDEX, the Rash 2 is a fixed-wing guidance kit 
for mortars and other in-house designed payloads, capable 
of gliding in flight and directing munitions to ground targets, 
available in different sizes to accommodate varying payload 
capacity, range, and endurance. 
ADASI has secured AED 55 million contract to supply Rash 2 
to the UAE Armed Forces.
 Stealth SCORPIO-M for Special Forces
Separately, ADASI, a regional leader in autonomous systems 
and services, unveiled an armed robotic vehicle (ARV) and 
two new unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs), at IDEX. 
ADASI has collaborated with NIMR, its sister company within 

Shadow 50 can 
carry payload of 
50kg –double its 
counterpart

EDGE 
Launches 
Smart Loitering 
Munitions, UGVs 
at IDEX
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EDGE Group, to convert the  AJBAN 
440A armoured 4-door manned vehi-
cle into an unmanned system called the 
AJBAN armed robotic vehicle (ARV). 
The vehicle withstands small arms fire, 
artillery shell splinters and survives 
mine and improvised explosive device 
(IED) blasts, and has a payload capacity 
of 1,200kg. 
Operated via a ground control station 
(GCS) with a communication range of 
12km and endurance of up to eight hours, it can travel up 
to speeds of 50 km/h to support Armed Forces with greater 
firepower while reducing risk to soldier lives.
ADASI also launched mini- and small-UGVs, named SCOR-
PIO-M and SCORPIO-S respectively, that are stealth in opera-
tion, with capability to climb slopes and stairs at a gradient of 
40-45 degrees and communicate with the autonomous con-
trol station at a range of up to 3km. 
SCORPIO-M is lightweight and portable, with capacity to 
carry a payload of up to 10kg with endurance of up to two 
hours, while SCORPIO-S can carry a payload of up to 100kg, 
with endurance of up to six hours – additionally supporting a 
robotic arm extendable to 1m and equipped with a light-
weight and innovative Remote Controlled Weapon Station 
(RCWS).

Designed for Special Forces deploy-
ment, SCORPIO-M Mini Unmanned 
Ground Vehicle provides situational 
awareness in open-air and indoor ur-
ban environments. With multi-visual 
and stair-climbing capabilities, the 
SCORPIO-M is ideal for monitoring 
access points and other areas of in-
terest. 
Both UGVs were designed to support 
special force deployment, with the 

mini capable of intelligence, surveillance, target acquisition, 
and reconnaissance (ISTAR) operations in open-air and in-
door urban environments, and the small created for more 
tactical, dual day-night functionality.

AL TARIQ, an EDGE Group company involved in the design 
and manufacturing of precision guided munitions (PGMs), 
showcased its integration of the AL TARIQ guidance kit on a 
newly developed Penetration Warhead. The programme is 
currently in the final phases of qualification and field testing 
and will be ready for production towards the end of 2021.
This development will enhance AL TARIQ’s capabilities to 
successfully engage hardened targets. AL TARIQ has also pro-
vided details on the major upgrades to its family of PGMs.
The system integration onto a new generation Penetration 

its integration of the 

Penetration Warhead
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Warhead is a milestone achievement for the company, mak-
ing it possible to field such a purpose-built warhead on the 
guidance kit. This new feature enhances the capability to 
neutralise strategic infrastructure such as bridges, reinforced 
shelters, control centres and fortified installations utilising 
the warhead’s superb penetrating performance.  
Theunis Botha, CEO of AL TARIQ said: “The integration of our 
first-ever Penetration Warhead reflects the versatility of our 
PGM systems. Our Block 2 upgrade is testament to our com-
mitment to delivering best-in-class capabilities in interna-
tional markets.”
UAE’s First Air Defence Missile
 HALCON, a regional leader in the production and supply of 

precision-guided weapons, unveiled SkyKnight - the first 
UAE designed and manufactured counter-rocket, artillery, 
and mortar (C-RAM) missile system, at IDEX.
EDGE Group, parent company of HALCON, has been devel-
oping a short-range air defence system, as has Germany-
based Rheinmetall AG, which was actively seeking a missile 
system to form part of its Skynex air defence system. 
The companies decided to jointly offer a solution, with HAL-
CON providing SkyKnight, the missile system to the highly 
regarded Oerlikon Skynex Air Defence System.
HALCON’s SkyKnight was designed to counter the full spec-
trum of modern threats, providing early warning signals and 
precise surface-to-air intercept capabilities targeting of rota-

ADASI launched 



ry-wing aircraft, UAV rockets, artillery, mortar, and other 
fixed-wing aircraft at a range of up to 10Km.
Faisal Al Bannai explained: “SkyKnight is the UAE’s first, but 
will not be the last air defence missile developed by HALCON. 
We are pleased to team up with Rheinmetall, a leading player 
in the defence industry, for us to jointly offer the world’s most 
advanced C-RAM solution leveraging our SkyKnight missile 
and Rheinmetall’s Skynex solution.”
 Armin Papperger, CEO of Rheinmetall AG commented: “Rhe-
inmetall Air Defence’s technologies are well suited to cover 
the recently shown gaps in ground-based air defence against 
challenging new threats. Combined with Rheinmetall Denel 
Munitions capabilities in missile technology the cooperation 
of Rheinmetall and HALCON offers exciting new potential.”
 
HALCON also unveiled its HALCON AntiShip-250 (HAS-250) 
cruise missile at IDEX.
 The HAS-250 is a UAE-designed and developed surface-to-
surface missile capable of travelling at speeds of up to 0.8 
Mach, with a range of over 250Km. During its terminal phase, 
it can fly towards its target at a sea-skimming altitude of be-
low 5m.
 The HAS-250 utilises Global Navigation Satellite and Inertial 
Navigation Systems (GNSS + INS) and for high accuracy tar-
geting it is equipped with an active/passive terminal seeker 
and radio altimetre.
Saeed Al Mansoori, CEO of HALCON said: “Designed and de-
veloped by HALCON in the UAE, this weapon will assist in the 
active defence of the UAE’s water ways, and build on EDGE’s 
expanding reputation for being bold, agile, and disruptive.”
 
CARACAL, a world-renowned, UAE-based small arms manu-
facturer, launched two pioneering products. The second-
generation CARACAL F Gen II pistol and the CSA338 Semi-
Automatic rifle were unveiled for the first time at IDEX 2021.
Hamad Al Ameri, Chief Executive Officer, CARACAL, said: “We 
are proud to be able to release these new industry-leading 
products at IDEX 2021 – the second-generation CARACAL F 
Gen II pistol, and the CSA 338 Semi-Automatic rifle. They rep-
resent the pinnacle of innovation, performance, and reliabili-
ty.”
The CARACAL F Gen II pistol builds on the strengths of its 
9mm pistol predecessor, with a low bore-axis and unique 
handling ergonomics. There is a new ‘solid slide’ integrating 
multiple components and giving the pistol improved perfor-
mance and ease of maintenance. 

ADSB, the regional leader in build, repair, maintenance, refit 
and conversion of naval and commercial vessels, unveiled a 
16m and a 12m fast patrol boat (FPB) which were both fully 

designed and built in the UAE by ADSB, and launched on the 
first day of NAVDEX 2021.
The 16m boat is modular in design to accommodate either a 
short cabin with space for surface-to-surface missile systems 
or a longer one for troop transport. 

builds on strengths of 
9mm pistol predecessor
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NIMR Makes a 

With these launches, the company continues to push the 
boundaries in terms of technical excellence, dynamic per
formance, and modular structural design.
Featuring advanced blast mitigation and ballistic protection, 
the new platforms provide high levels of protection in the 
harshest of environments. Designed and engineered to meet 
the most demanding duty-cycle requirements, the mono-
coque architecture offers a higher degree of body rigidity that 
contributes to greater agility and responsiveness.
The MK2 versions boast enhanced maintainability with a re-
duced timeframe required to remove a vehicle’s powerpack – 
down from 10 hours to just 20 minutes. To ensure vehicles are 
equipped to endure any operating scenario, maximum pay-
load capacity has doubled from 1.2 tonnes to 2.5 tonnes.
Recently,  NIMR  successfully conducted the first landmine 

blast tests, in line with international standards, in the UAE 
desert in collaboration with sister company LAHAB. The tests 
were done to demonstrate the effectiveness of the protec-
tion levels offered by the AJBAN MK2 armoured tactical ve-
hicle. Owing to the monocoque design, the vehicle remained 
intact during both of these powerful blasts. The second-gen-
eration vehicles’ high levels of protection provide an added 
advantage rarely available in other armoured vehicles in this 
class.
In addition to the improvements in the performance and de-
sign,  NIMR  has incorporated the latest technologies and 
electronic architecture into its vehicles. Complete platform 
versatility enables NIMR to modify platforms, even mid pro-
duction, to meet field data, combat experience, and evolving 
operational requirements of customers.
Abri du Plessis, CEO, NIMR, said: “Building a second-genera-
tion product that outshines the first is only possible to 
achieve when you learn from experience and listen to your 

6x6 provide high 
protection in harshest of 
environments
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customers, whilst keeping an eye on 
market and technological develop-
ments. At IDEX, we showcased our 
cutting-edge product line that is the 
outcome of years of hard work and vi-
sion. We are confident that our latest 
platform ranges will help us build on 
our achievements spanning more 
than two decades to ensure the sus-
tainability of NIMR in the years to come.”

Moreover, NIMR is spearheading integration of hybrid elec-
tric technology in military vehicles in the Middle East. A MOU 
was signed with ST Engineering to build innovative hybrid 
electric drive (HED) systems to underpin NIMR’s commitment 
to HED technology, aspiring to be the first manufacturer in 
the Middle East region to integrate the power systems.
Besides offering improved range, acceleration and stealth 
capabilities, the HED systems also provide sustainability ben-
efits such as lower emissions, compared to a typical diesel 
engine system. The decisive advantage of the HED systems is 
that they are much quieter than conventional engines, a cru-
cial requirement for silent watch operations and covert ma-
noeuvrability in combat operations.
NIMR and ST Engineering envisage to meet the most de-
manding duty-cycle requirements, to take advantage of the 
HED systems boasts  allowing increased vehicle efficiency, 
providing power for all required equipment including com-
munications, situational awareness, and weapon systems.
Alongside delivering multiple technical and operational en-
hancements, the introduction of hybrid technology is set to 
ultimately reduce military reliance on fossil fuels, a step that 
aligns seamlessly with the UN’s Sustainable Development 
Goals, as well as the UAE’s National Climate Change Plan.

At IDEX, NIMR also signed a 
Teaming Agreement with Saudi 
Arabian Military Industries 
(SAMI), a wholly owned subsid-
iary of the Public Investment 
Fund, to establish a framework 
for future collaboration to ex-
plore opportunities for the JAIS 

4x4 vehicle in Saudi Arabia (KSA).
Designed to lay the foundation for a long-term joint venture 
between the two entities, the agreement mandates NIMR to 
license technology to the Kingdom to enable local manufac-
ture of the JAIS vehicle and develop Saudi Arabia’s supply 
chain capabilities. The synergy aligns with the Saudi Vision 
2030 that underlines the country’s commitment to reaching 
the goal of localising industry and diversifying the economy.
The JAIS 4x4 competed against a range of vehicles in de-
manding trials arranged by SAMI and conducted by military 
experts in KSA. The performance of the battle-tested plat-
form in the trials paved the way for new opportunities for the 
vehicle in KSA.
JAIS 4x4 is the next generation of mine resistant, ambush 
protected (MRAP) vehicles, providing critical balance be-
tween firepower, survivability, and mobility for modern, con-
ventional, and asymmetric operations. Crew survivability de-
pends on a ‘crew citadel’ protection system that has demon-
strated proven capabilities against mines, improvised explo-
sive devices (IEDs), and ballistic threats.
NIMR offers complete solutions in its area of specialisation, 
including mission systems integration support. Designed to 
endure a scope of mission requirements, the company’s ve-
hicles are manufactured at its state-of-the-art facilities in 
compliance with international military standards.

to enable local 

NIMR and SAMI signed teaming agreement to transfer armoured vehicle production and technology to Saudi Arabia
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Much More than the World’s 

We are exporting our 
products, both commercial 
and military purpose, to 

the globe

Dmitry Tarasov, CEO

the domestic shooting industry, it accounts for 
about 95 per cent of the production of small arms in 

arms, but also specialised military and civilian sys

purpose boats, and products for the space industry. 

Nation Shield 
   

Well, our Group no longer manufactures the legendary 
AK 47 as it was originally designed in 1947.  But its best 
qualities and its world renowned reliability are embod-
ied in the modern AKs of 100 and 200 series as well as 
the state-of-the-art “Ratnik” series AK-12 chambered 
for 5.45, Ak-15 chambered for 7.62, AK-19 chambered 
for 5.56 and AK-308 chambered for .308Win.
Our AK-19 was first showcased for the global market 
at IDEX 2021 and it was one of the top premieres at 
the exhibition in terms of media coverage and public 
attention.
 

We are exporting our products, both commercial and 
military purpose, to dozens of countries all over the 
globe.  Among our most popular export items are our 
famous assault rifles for the military, paramilitary and 

special target forces. Besides, we offer commercial arms for 
hunting and shooting sport, high-precision projectiles and 
missiles, speedboats and UAVs.
We have a few joint projects of licensed production and joint 
venture type. A graphic example of the latter is a JV in India 
that hopefully would start production by the end of the year. 

By: Sakha Pramod



As for licensed production in 2020, we launched a facility in 
Armenia, with the first batches of AK-103 series produced 
last year.

 Well, we have hits in all of the mentioned segments. And we 
never stop developing them or launching new products. The 
backbone of success is never to become complacent with 
what you have and to try to think a little ahead of time. A 
graphic example is that in 2021-22, we are launching a dozen 
new products. It is our motto never to stop inventing, pro-
ducing and promoting new products. I hope that our new 
“Ratnik” series of assault rifles will be popular and it’s AK-12, 
AK-15, AK-308 and AK-19 assault rifles will find favour with 
our customers, no matter which rounds and calibres they are 
used to. Our AK-19 for 5.56 NATO round has a good chance of 
becoming a real hit as it is the first Kalashnikov assault rifle in 
decades designed for this most widely used ammunition 
calibre.
Notably, the Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy Supreme 
Commander of the UAE Armed Forces His Highness Sheikh 

-
nikov exposition at IDEX paid special attention to AK-19.

-
ian and combat UAVs. Its civilian items are used by the lead-
ing Russian oil and gas producers such as Rosneft, Gazprom, 
and Novatdk. They can monitor pipelines in areas with little 
or no physical access such as the Far North of Russia and re-
mote districts of Siberia. The cameras and sensors these UAVs 
are equipped with can detect leakages and abnormal con-
centration of gases to prevent emergencies.

qualities of fixed-wing and multi-rotor types of UAVs and can 
change the configuration depending on the mission.
It is an effective solution for performing air monitoring for 
the complex fuel and energy search and rescue operations to 
ensure safe take-off/landing from unprepared sites in urban 
environments, as well as hard-to-haul routes. We believe our 
commercial UAVs can be of particular interest to the Middle 
East market.

 Among our products are high-speed assault and troop carry-
ing boats Bk-10 and Bk-16. They are designed to carry troops 
to any type of littoral zone, patrolling and landing troops fire 
support, as well as rescue operations. These speedboats can 

be equipped  with automatic grenade launchers and 7.62 
and 12.7 mm automatic guns.
 But we also have new non-military naval items. The amphibi-
ous  Haska-10 is a cutting-edge hoover that can transport 
personnel and cargos through water, ice and other wild ter-
rain areas.
 

 We have been preparing for IDEX as it is the first defence expo 
we were visiting out of Russia in the last two years. We 
brought the items that would be of particular interest for the 

-
cased PLK compact pistol for police and law enforcement 
agencies. Our major commercial premiere was of MP-155 Ul-
tima smart-shotgun equipped with a camera and a comput-
er that can help one track his/her shooting progress and syn-
chronise the data with a smartphone.
Besides that, we presented our new high-precision fire and 
forget missile 9 M333 that would be of particular interest for 
the countries that already operate “Strela -10M” AMDS. And, 
of course, our new Modular Carry System designed to meet 
the very high requirements of the special target forces, we 
hope it would find a market here in the Middle East too. 

AK-19 Assault rifle

PLK compact pistol for police and law 
enforcement agencies
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At the recently concluded CAE 
OneWorld virtual conference and 
tradeshow, CAE announced that 
CAE USA has been awarded a con-
tract to provide United States Cus-
toms and Border Protection (CBP) 
with Aircraft Pilot Training Services.
CAE USA will serve as one of the 
prime contractors on the indefinite 
delivery/indefinite quantity (ID/IQ) 
contract awarded by CBP. The com-
pany will leverage the CAE Dothan 
Training Center and CAE’s commer-
cial and business aviation training centres to deliver simula-
tor and live flight training services on a range of fixed-wing 
and rotary-wing platforms.
CBP is the unified border agency within the U.S. Department 
of Homeland Security charged with the management, con-

trol and protection of the U.S.  
borders. CBP is one of the 
world’s largest law enforce-
ment organisations.
CAE USA will be responsible for 
coordinating and delivering 
generic and aircraft-specific 
training to meet CBP and Fed-
eral Aviation Administration 
(FAA) certifications for pilots 
operating a variety of fixed and 
rotary-wing aircraft. CAE will 
deliver ground school (aca-

demic) and simulator training as well as live flight and other 
training to meet CBP and FAA requirements. Training will be 
delivered on multiple variants of the Beechcraft King Air (C-
12) aircraft, Bombardier Dash-8 and Lockheed Martin/Sikor-
sky S-76B helicopter.

Airbus Defence and Space mini UAS subsidiary SURVEY Copter signed a contract with French DGA Arma-
ment general directorate to provide the French Navy with 11 systems, (22 aircraft), of the electrically pow-
ered fixed-wing Aliaca maritime version UAS (officially called SMDM, Systèmes de Mini Drones aériens em-
barqués pour la Marine by French authorities), including training and integrated logistic support. First 
deliveries are expected this year.
The Aliaca maritime UAS is a high endurance system allowing up to three-hour missions over a 50 km 
(27 Nm) range, perfectly adapted to maritime missions with high gyro stabilised EO/IR payload per-
formances and qualified to operate in severe environmental conditions. Launched by catapult, 
the Aliaca maritime UAS concludes its flight by landing automatically using a dedicated net 
landing solution. 
With a length of 2.2m and a wingspan of 3.6m for a maximum take-off weight of 16 kg, the 
Aliaca maritime UAS benefits from a powerful yet silent electric motor. The system can be 
deployed easily and rapidly in less than 15 minutes by two operators only.
Similarly, the user-friendly ground control station enables the operator to constantly 
monitor the automatic flight of the UAS while receiving in real-time day and night 
images and AIS (Automatic Identification System) data gathered by its on-board 
sensors.

CAE USA
Training Services Contract

Selects Airbus’ 
Aliaca Maritime UAS



Cubic to Deliver P5 Combat Training 
System for 
Cubic Corporation recently an-
nounced its Cubic Mission and Per-
formance Solutions (CMPS) business 
division was awarded a contract 
worth US$32 million from Lockheed 
Martin for two more production lots 
of the P5 Combat Training System 
(P5CTS) for the F-35 Lightning II. Un-
der the contract, Cubic will deliver 
over 150 training subsystems for 
Lockheed Martin’s F-35 Air Combat 
Maneuvering Instrumentation 
(ACMI) system. This new order increases the total number of 
F-35 P5 on contract to over 1,150 and ensures fielding of F-35 
P5 out to 2025.
Unlike traditional P5 podded solutions for fourth generation 
fighter aircraft, the F-35 P5 is an Internal Subsystem (IS) con-

figuration that relays Time, Space 
and Position Information (TSPI) be-
tween participating aircraft and 
range ground stations during train-
ing sorties.
“Our advanced and interoperable 
P5CTS is used on more than 30 
ranges worldwide and continues to 
set the standard for joint, multiser-
vice and coalition training,” said 
Mike Knowles, president of Cubic 
Mission and Performance Solu-

tions. “Training for today’s advanced threats to air combat 
operations requires adaptable, high-fidelity training tools. 
Cubic’s P5CTS provides secure and scalable instrumentation 
solutions that enable integrated fourth- and fifth-generation 
training for our U.S. forces, allies and partners.”

Lockheed Martin was awarded a US$414 million contract 
from the U.S. Navy and Air Force for Long Range Anti-Ship 
Missile (LRASM) production. This is one of the largest LRASM 
production contracts in the history of the programme.
The combined Lot 4/5 contract continues produc-
tion of the air-launched variant of LRASM, 
now operational on the U.S. Navy F/A-
18E/F and U.S. Air Force B-1B.
“This contract reflects LRASM’s in-
creasing significance to our custom-
ers’ missions. Focused teamwork 
around a shared vision with our cus-
tomers and our dedicated supply 
partners remains key to this pro-
gramme’s success,” said David Helsel, 
LRASM director at Lockheed Martin 
Missiles and Fire Control.

LRASM is designed to detect and destroy specific targets 
within groups of ships by employing advanced technolo-
gies that reduce dependence on intelligence, surveillance 
and reconnaissance platforms, network links and GPS navi-

gation in electronic warfare environments. It will play 
a significant role in ensuring military access to 

operate in open ocean, owing to its en-
hanced ability to discriminate and con-

duct tactical engagements from extend-
ed ranges.
LRASM is a precision-guided, anti-ship 
standoff missile based on the suc-
cessful Joint Air-to-Surface Standoff 
Missile – Extended Range (JASSM-
ER). It is designed to meet the needs 

of U.S. Navy and U.S. Air Force warf-
ighters in contested environments. 
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 to Fly on ISS 

of compact and 

optical clocks

meo platform.
COMPASSO will be the first in-orbit verification of compact 
and highly stable laser-optical clocks. Via a bi-directional op-
tical link, these clocks are compared to and synchronised 
with highly stable clocks on Earth. In addition, the optical link 
between the ISS and the ground station is used for assessing 
the influence of atmospheric turbulence on the frequency 
and time transfer.
In combination with optical links, highly stable optical clocks 
are of particular interest for future generations of satellite 
navigation systems, such as Galileo, and the basis for new 
Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) architectures, 
such as the Kepler concept developed at DLR. Combined 
with the control of further parameters, such as accuracy in 
orbit determination and atmosphere modelling, a higher ac-
curacy in position determination on Earth can be achieved 
while at the same time reducing the ground segment com-

plexity and size.
The 200 kg COMPASSO mission is expected to launch in late 
2024 and will occupy a double slot on the Bartolomeo plat-
form. At the end of the 18-month mission, the payload com-
ponents will be returned to Earth.
DLR-GK is responsible for the COMPASSO project manage-
ment and acts as both the contracting authority and the 
technical authority. It coordinates the DLR institutes and ex-
ternal suppliers developing COMPASSO subsystems, includ-
ing on-board and ground software.
For the COMPASSO mission, Airbus provides a specific com-
bination of tailored services, combining the system exper-
tise of the Airbus Bremen team and the engineering exper-
tise of the Friedrichshafen team in Airbus, to realise complex 
payloads for the ISS. Airbus not only provides the Bartolo-
meo service, which includes payload launch, installation, 
operations and return, but also supplies the tailored ArgUS 
Multi-Payload Carrier and is responsible for systems engi-
neering and assembly & integration activities.
For smaller payloads, Airbus has developed the ArgUS Multi-
Payload Carrier, a ride-share solution that enables the host-
ing of several payloads on an adapter plate fixed in one pay-
load slot. These payloads can be as small as 3U, i.e., roughly 
the size of a shoebox (1U = 10x10x10cm³).

Airbus’ Bartolomeo platform was launched and robotically 
attached to the ISS Columbus Module in 2020. Following the 

Airbus’ Bartolomeo platform was launched and robotically 
attached to the ISS Columbus Module



final connection of the cabling, which re-
quires Extravehicular Activity (EVA), the 
platform will be ready for its in-space com-
missioning in the coming weeks.
Bartolomeo is an Airbus investment into 
the ISS infrastructure, enabling hosting of 
up to 12 external payloads in the space en-
vironment, providing unique opportuni-
ties for in-orbit demonstration and verifi-
cation missions. It is operated in a partner-
ship between Airbus, ESA, NASA and the 
ISS National Laboratory.
Bartolomeo is suitable for many types of 
missions, including Earth observation, en-
vironmental and climate research, robot-
ics, material sciences and astrophysics. It 
provides sought-after payload-hosting ca-
pabilities for customers and researchers to test 
space technologies, verify new space business ap-
proaches, conduct scientific experiments in micro-
gravity or research in-space manufacturing tech-
niques.
The payload accommodation allows slots for a wide 
range of payload mass, from 5 to 450 kg, and a size 
envelope of up to roughly 1m³. As an evolution of 
the platform, Airbus will provide optical data down-
link capacity of one to two terabytes per day.
Launch opportunities are available on every servic-
ing mission to the ISS, which occur about every 
three months. Payloads can be prepared and ready 
to operate within one and a half years after contract 
signature.

Airbus Defence and Space recently 
successfully completed a key mile-
stone in the manufacturing of the first 
Eurostar Neo satellite, with the integra-
tion of the Service and Communica-
tion Modules of EUTELSAT HOTBIRD 
13F.
With the new Eurostar Neo platform, 
the payload capacity can be greatly in-
creased, with the Communication 
Module able to accommodate up to 2 
tonnes of payload and provide pay-
load power of more than 25kW.  EUTEL-
SAT HOTBIRD 13F and 13G will both 
have spacecraft power of 22 kW and a 
launch mass of only 4,500 kg.

mission is 
expected to 
launch in

Eurostar Neo has increased payload capacity and more efficient power 

enables the 
hosting of 
external payloads 

the International 
Space Station ISS 

International Space Station (ISS)
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analysis of the radiofrequency 

sors that scan the electromagnet
ic spectrum for frequencies used 
by the communication protocols 
of commercial drones.
As soon as a signal is intercepted, 
Hydra characterises it by comparing 
it to a signature database and gives 
operators an azimuth of origin sym-
bolised on the interface of a com-
mand and control centre (C2). The 
device is coupled with Medusa, a 
specially designed jammer, actionable when the threat is 
clearly confirmed. This radio jamming cuts the communica-
tion link between the drone and its operator, thereby forcing 
the machine to land.
Finally, Chimera is the combination of these two systems for 
Special Forces (police, gendarmerie, army, etc.) composed 
with three connected hardware items: an antenna, a digital 
C2 (Command and Control) tablet, and an effector. Chimera 
allows a single operator on a mission to detect and neutralise 
nefarious drones.

“Our customers, such as French Swat Unit (RAID) or the soc-
cer team l’Olympique Lyonnais, reported an increasing num-
ber of false alarms in environments saturated with electro-
magnetic radiations,” says Céline Craye, Lead Developer, re-
calling the origin of this unique feature on the market.
Pierre Dufour, RF Engineer, an expert in deep packet inspec-
tion, says: “By performing a first detection, we identify the 
overall characteristics of the packets sent between the drone 
and the remote control (packet duration, bandwidth, etc.), 
then we apply a first filter on the entire spectrum in order to 
precisely isolate the potential packets emitted by a given 
model of drone. After this crucial step, Ultra (Ultimate Track-

ing Algorithm) analyses the content of the packet to detect 
patterns of each communication protocol. If these indicators 
are present in the package, we can absolutely confirm the 
nature of the drone. While developing this unique feature, 
we found out that the biggest challenge was to get the clear-
est signal possible.” 
Symbolised by a green pulse on the detection software, UL-
TRA is available on Hydra 100/200 and the future Hydra 300 
(fixed or mobile). Ultra is already included in the latest release 
of the Chimera software. 
Unlike its competitors seeking ever more detection range, 
Cerbair innovates by investing in more reliable detection, 
eliminating as much as possible false alarms which can gen-
erate costly and unnecessary actions for the user.

Cerbair
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in Abu Dhabi.
The company also focussed on its autonomous systems port-
folio, in particular the Integrator ER and ScanEagle from Insitu 
and Wave Glider from Liquid Robotics, both its subsidiaries. 
In addition, Boeing discussed its diverse sustainment and 
training solutions, including an expansive supply chain and 
logistics network, in-country partnerships and on-the-ground 
support, and original equipment manufacturer (OEM) reach 
back for its installed base of defence platforms, future deliver-
ies and near term sales opportunities. 
Bernard Dunn, President of Boeing Middle East, Turkey and Af-
rica, commented: “Boeing shares more than 40 years of part-
nership with the United Arab Emirates, and more than 70 
years across the Middle East region. IDEX offered an opportu-
nity for us to engage with our regional customers on their ex-

isting and future security needs. Boeing will continue to sup-
port the considerable potential for growth in the aerospace 
sector by offering the right defence capabilities, infrastructure 
expansion and services at the right time.” 
Boeing Defense Space & Security (BDS) over the next five years 
is pursuing US$170 billion across 41 countries in international 
defence and service opportunities. 
Boeing’s T-7 is a new advanced open architecture pilot train-
ing system, designed to include ground based training and 
support designed together from the start. The KC-46A Pega-
sus is a wide-body, multi-role tanker that is revolutionising the 
air mobility mission while the AH-64E Apache is the most ad-
vanced, combat-proven attack helicopter to ever enter pro-
duction. The CH-47F Chinook is the most advanced, afford-
able, battle-tested heavy-lift helicopter in the world. 
The tandem rotor design allows the Chinook to devote all of its 
power to lift, and provides matchless tactical and combat sup-
port mission capabilities. 
On another front, the F-15EX is the force of the future. With fly-
by-wire flight controls, hypersonic weapon payload capacity 
and advanced cockpit systems, Boeing’s F-15EX is prepared to 
face future threats head-on. It is equipped with Open Mission 
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Boeing T-7 new advanced pilot training system



Systems for quick technology upgrades. 
The Compact Laser Weapon System (CLWS) is a modular high 
energy laser (HEL) system that provides proven, affordable 
battlefield protection for warfighters. Integrator ER, is Insitu’s 
satellite-enabled beyond line of sight (SATCOM BLOS) variant 
of the Integrator unmanned aircraft system (UAS) for extend-
ed range operations. 
ScanEagle by Insitu, is a long-endurance unmanned aerial sys-
tem (UAS) that has eyes in the sky at 15,000 ft. 24 hours a day 
and the Wave Glider designed and manufactured by Liquid 
Robotics, is the world’s most experienced, long-duration au-
tonomous surface vehicle (ASV).

Boeing shared its outlook for the Middle East defence sec-
tor during the event and reaffirmed its commitment to the 
region.
“The Middle East is a very important market for Boeing and of 
strategic importance in terms of growth, partnerships, invest-
ments and current operations,” insisted Jeff Shockey, vice pres-
ident of Global Sales and Marketing, Defence, Space & Security 
and Government Services for Boeing. “At IDEX, we continued 
our discussions with customers across the region with a view 
to meet the demand for proven, capable and advanced de-
fence and space products and services that only Boeing can 
offer.” 
Torbjorn ‘Turbo’ Sjogren, vice president of International Gov-
ernment & Defence for Boeing, elaborated: 
“It has been a challenging time for the world and our industry. 
In partnership with our customers, suppliers and local indus-
try, Boeing has risen to the challenge to ensure mission readi-
ness for the region. We remain confident in our current de-
fence and government services programmes that operate in 
the Middle East and the growth potential for the region.”
The Boeing Defense and Space (BDS) Market Outlook for the 
next 10 years is US$2.6 trillion, of which 40 per cent is growth 
outside the United States. As of the beginning of this year, BDS 
backlog stands at US$61 billion with 32 per cent of that com-
ing from outside the United States. 
Despite the challenges presented by the global pandemic, de-
mand for Boeing’s Government Services business remains 
stable and provides critical stability for the company. Boeing 
expects the government support and services 10-year market 
(between 2020 and 2029) to be worth US$1.4T. The Middle 
East represents US$195 billion of the services market, with 
more than 50 per cent of that dedicated to defence and secu-
rity services.
The company has vowed to continue discussions with cus-
tomers and industry partners about its range of capabilities in 
multi-role fighter aircraft, vertical lift platforms, aerial multi-
role tankers, unmanned systems and technologies. 
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Iveco Defence Vehicles 

Iveco Defence Vehicles has established 
itself in the domain of multirole pro

Medium Protected Vehicle MPV in ser

cles have already been extensively de

great number of soldiers have been 
saved during ballistic/mines/IEDs at
tacks.
The range has been completed by a brand-new vehicle, the 
Medium Tactical Vehicle MTV, presented at IDEX for the first 
time. IVECO Defence Vehicles’ new range now includes ve-
hicles between 7 and 19 tons Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW): 
MUV – Multirole Utility Vehicle, LMV 1 and LMV 2 – Light 
Multirole Vehicle, MPV – Medium Protected Vehicle and the 
new MTV – Medium Tactical Vehicle, with a GVW of 12 kg, 
which fills a gap in the market.
MTV is a modular and versatile vehicle platform, a common 
base for all its variants, both protected and unprotected. 
This high-performance vehicle efficiently adapts to a vari-
ety of users: Army, Marines, Navy, Air Force, Special Opera-
tions Units and Military Police. The common elements of 
the different variants are the 6-cylinder 6.7 litres diesel en-
gine, able to reach 207 kW of power and 1000 Nm of torque, 
the automated transmission and the permanent 4x4 
wheel-drive with three fully lockable differentials and high 
and low gears. 

Protection is a Fundamental Feature
 Iveco Defence Vehicles has made use 
of its deep expertise gained with the 
LMV and MPV platforms. MTV variants, 
short and long cab and monocoque, 
are manufactured from ballistic steel 
and benefit from an add-on steel pro-
tection kit, which increases the ballis-
tic and blast protection levels. 
In terms of crew transportation, the 
Soft-Top and Hard-Top versions can 
accommodate a team of 2+2. The Pick-

up can accommodate a crew of two. The Casualty transport 
can accommodate a crew of 2+2 lying or 2+4 sitting casual-
ties. The Military Police / Air Force Security Vehicle can ac-
commodate a crew of 2+6. MTV also benefits from the lat-
est digital systems.
The MTV platform has been selected by the Dutch Ministry 
of Defence for the “DVOW 12kN and RCWS” that foresees 
the procurement of 12kN vehicles, 120 of them fitted with a 
Remotely Controlled Weapon Station. This project has by 
far been the biggest procurement plan in Europe for multi-
role vehicles over the last 10 years. In November 2019, IDV 
signed the contract with the Dutch Ministry of Defence for 
918 medium multirole protected vehicles and in December 
2020, for an additional 267 vehicles increasing the fleet to a 
total of 1,185 units.

Iveco Defence Vehicles has a long-standing tradition of ex-
cellence in developing wheeled armoured platforms that 

The MTV platform 
has been selected 
by the Dutch 
Ministry of 
Defence
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dates to the 1930s, when the plant was established in Bolz-
ano, Northern Italy. Since then, the company has devel-
oped several 4x4 armoured vehicles for the Italian Army, 
but the most significant experience comes from the devel-
opment of the Centauro 8x8 armoured fighting vehicle 
and its successor, the Centauro2.
The new SUPERAV Land 8x8 armoured vehicle represents a 
new era for the evolution of the company’s land platforms. 
Inspiration came from the SUPERAV 8x8 amphibious ar-
moured vehicle, protagonist of the US Marine Corps ACV 
1.1 programme, which BAE Systems was awarded, in part-
nership with IVECO Defence Vehicles.
SUPERAV Land has been independently developed by IDV, 
starting from SUPERAV 8x8 design, with the purpose of 
providing a modular vehicle for land operation with higher 
protection level and survivability, while relying on high-
level system reliability, thoroughly assessed during thou-
sands of hours of demanding performance and capabilities 
tests.
Equipped with a new generation IVECO 6-cylinder multifuel 
engine with 700 horsepower and 3.000 Nm torque, coupled 
with an automatic 7 speed transmission coupled with retard-
er and with proprietary H-type driveline, SUPERAV Land pro-
vides unique performance in terms of speed and accelera-
tion, performing best-in-class mobility on all terrains.
The suspended interior seat structure can host up to eight 
troops while the positions for the crew are three. Thanks to 
an ideal combination of power, protection and payload, 

SUPERAV Land guarantees improved survivability against 
KE-threats, mines as well as IEDs and force protection over 
currently fielded systems. 
Its modular reinforced roof is designed to maximise com-
patibility with different unmanned turrets allowing un-
compromised protection for the team and ensuring higher 
internal volumes and ergonomics. The vehicle is extremely 
adaptable to be deployed as APC - Armoured Personnel 
Carrier, CP - Command Post, IFV - Infantry Fighting Vehicle 
and ARV - Armoured Recovery Vehicle variants.

improved survivability 

protection over currently 

MTV and Superav Land
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The Ultimate Aircraft 
Conversion Alternative

sions, IAI has successfully performed the 

tional flight hours, since their conversion. 
IAI conversion programmes are performed 

is currently developing the cargo conver

process of obtaining its Supplemental 

IAI has joined forces with GECAS to develop 
the unique ‘Big Twin’ solution, and provide the P-2-F con-
version of the Boeing 777-300ER, converting the successful 
passenger aircraft into a highly cost-effective wide-body 
cargo jet.
“In the near future, we see this aircraft becoming the main 
wide-body cargo aircraft, replacing Boeing’s 747-400, 747-
F and the MD11 that currently perform these roles,” said 
Rafi Matalon, VP & GM Marketing of IAI’s Aviation Group. 
With comparable payload weight, the twin-engined 777 
offers a far more cost-effective solution, compared to the 
four-engined Jumbo. According to analysts’ assessments, 
the B777-300ER will maintain the position of the most pop-
ular wide-body cargo jet, over the next 20 years. 

Even though Boeing is offering newly built cargo-config-
ured 777F aircraft, converted aircraft are expected to meet 
the demand of the  majority of cargo operators and aircraft 
lessors demand. The choice for the conversion alternative 
are financially based. By the time B777 passenger aircraft 
end their first life cycle, for continued aircraft operation, air-
lines have to invest tens of millions of dollars on moderni-

Increasing payload carrying 
capacity is an area that IAI has 
extensive expertise in

IAI is developing a conversion 

transform it into a full cargo 
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sations, which will only add a few years of continued opera-
tions. 
The alternative of converting these aircraft to the role of 
cargo operations yields the potential of continued opera-
tions for at least 15 years, providing their operators’ and les-
sors’ income of hundreds of thousands of dollars per 
month.
IAI is developing a conversion package for 777-300ER that 
will transform this wide-body aircraft into a full cargo con-
figuration aircraft, at a third of the price of a new aircraft. 
The conversion will take about 150 days, similar to the IAI 
747-400 cargo conversions. 
Cargo aircraft weigh more than passenger aircraft of the 
same type, and therefore, require specific certification. In-
creasing payload carrying capacity is an area that IAI has 
extensive expertise in. The company is working on STC for 
the B777 cargo conversion and expect to obtain it by the 
end of 2022. 

A truly global company, IAI operates in diverse markets 
around the world. From India and Korea in the East, through 
Brazil and Colombia in South America to Germany in Eu-
rope, the company’s excellence is multinational and multi-
lingual.
To date, IAI has signed contracts for firm orders of 15 aircraft 
conversions and an additional 15 options. By 2023, IAI in-
tends to open at least three conversion lines dedicated to 
B777 conversion programmes, each with the capacity to 
convert between two and three aircraft per year.
The feedstock of 777-300ER aircraft is still limited, but in the 
coming years these aircraft will become more and more 
available. “While the cost of 777-300ER is currently high, we 
expect these prices to reduce making the cargo conversion 
more affordable. Some airlines are already planning to re-
place their 777s, but customers are still in a wait-and-see 
mode,” Matalon said.
IAI’s experience and reputation in conversion programmes 
(more than 250 conversions) include the Boeing 747, 767, 
737NG and 737 family. GECAS is a world-renowned aircraft 
lessor and the world leader in the air freighter market, with 
more than 25 years’ experience and a global fleet of 100+ 
owned, serviced and on-order. Throughout their decades-
long relationship with IAI, these industry leaders have part-
nered on more than sixty conversions, including 747, 767 
and 737 freighters.
Due to enter service in 2022, the 777-300ERSF is the ulti-
mate Big Twin Freighter with twin-engine efficiency that 
burns 21 per cent less fuel per tonne than the 747-400 
freighters and big-cargo capability that sees 25 per cent 
more volume than the 777-200F (Production Freighter) but 
retains 90% commonalty with its smaller twin. It has the 
flexibility to be more profitable than the competition at 
high or low utilisation models. And all this with the range 
capability to seamlessly replace ageing 747-400 and MD11 
freighters.

engine efficiency

passenger aircraft of the same 
type
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On November 24, 2020, GA-ASI successfully demonstrated 
an ‘A’ size sonobuoy carriage, release, process and control 
from a company-owned MQ-9A Block 5 on a U.S. Navy Pacific 
test range. Using a SATCOM link, GA-ASI remotely processed 
bathythermal and acoustic data from deployed ‘A’ size Direc-
tional Frequency Analysis and Recording (DIFAR-AN/SSQ-
53G), Directional Command Activated Sonobuoy System 
(DICASS-AN/SSQ-62F) and Bathythermograph (BT-AN/SSQ-
36B) sonobuoys and accurately generated a target track in 
real time from the Laguna Flight Operations Facility located 
at Yuma Proving Grounds. 
The MQ-9A Block 5 successfully deployed one BT, seven DI-
FAR, and two DICASS buoys to initiate prosecution and con-
tinuously track a MK-39 EMATT (Expendable Mobile ASW 
Training Target) over a three-hour period. Target track was 
generated using General Dynamics Mission Systems–Cana-
da’s industry-leading UYS-505 Sonobuoy Processing Sys-
tems. GA-ASI is developing this first-of-its-kind capability for 
its new MQ-9B SeaGuardian UAS in partnership with the U.S. 
Navy under a Cooperative Research and Development 
Agreement with Naval Air Systems Command, Patuxent Riv-
er, Md.
“This demonstration is a first for airborne ASW. The successful 
completion of this testing paves the way for future develop-
ment of more Anti-Submarine Warfare capabilities from our 
MQ-9s,” said GA-ASI President David R. Alexander. “We look 
forward to continuing collaboration with the U.S. Navy as 
they explore innovative options for distributed maritime op-
erations in the undersea domain.”
GA-ASI first demonstrated a sonobuoy remote processing 
capability in 2017 from an MQ-9A. Since then, GA-ASI has 
added a Sonobuoy Management & Control System (SMCS) to 
monitor and control deployed sonobuoys and developed a 
pneumatic sonobuoy dispenser system (SDS) capable of 
safely carrying and deploying 10 U.S. Navy compliant ‘A’ size 

or 20 ‘G’ size sonobuoys per pod. The MQ-9B SeaGuardian has 
four wing stations available to carry up to four (4) SDS pods, 
allowing it to carry and dispense up to 40 ‘A’ size or 80 ‘G’ size 
sonobuoys, and remotely perform ASW anywhere in the 
world.
In a standard Maritime ISR and ASW configuration, Sea-
Guardian’s endurance exceeds 18 hours, encompassing a 
mission radius of 1200 nautical miles with eight hours of on-
station time for submarine prosecution, providing a low-cost 
complement to manned aircraft for manned-unmanned 
teaming (MUM-T) operations. GA-ASI has already received 
orders for this MQ-9B SeaGuardian ASW capability from two 
separate foreign customers and anticipates demand to be 
extremely strong for the MQ-9B SeaGuardian with its high-
end maritime capabilities and low cost relative to legacy 
manned Maritime platforms.

Submarine Warfare Demo

exceeds 18 hours, 
encompassing a mission 



 Provides Mastery 
in Mine Countermeasures

The hidden threat posed by naval mines presents an en
during danger to the performance of naval operations 
and the safe passage of maritime trade. Eliminating this 

for meeting these demands. 
Developed to meet exacting German Navy requirements, 
Lürssen’s MCMVs have been chosen by fleets across the world. 
Typical is the company’s MJ 332. Derived from the earlier SM 
343, the design entered service as Frankenthal in 1992. It has 
since been continuously upgraded with state-of-the-art tech-
nology to counter evolving mine warfare threats.
Enhanced Safety
All of the company’s MCMVs are built to operate ‘inside the 
minefield’, using advanced materials – typically non-magnetic 
steel – in both hull and superstructure. As well as reducing 
magnetic signature, this assists stability and provides excel-
lent protection from fire and explosion.
Safety is further enhanced by Lürssen’s focus on acoustic sig-
nature. As for magnetic signature, this is minimised in accor-
dance with NATO standards. A high level of shock resistance is 
another design priority, reinforcing the security of vessel and 
crew.
Mission Performance
Lürssen offers a comprehensive approach to mine counter-
measures, combining minehunting and minesweeping func-

tions in a single platform. The latest German Navy upgrade is 
the enhanced MJ 332 CL. It incorporates an integrated com-
mand system that interfaces with a hull-mounted minehunt-
ing sonar and a spectrum of ‘off-board’ unmanned systems. 
Examples include remotely controlled surface vehicles for 
influence minesweeping and underwater drones for mine 
identification and destruction. The capacity to embark mine 
clearance divers further expands the command team’s op-
tions.
A Flexible Solution
Lürssen MCMVs provide a flexible answer to modern mine 
warfare requirements. They can deploy unmanned systems 
at a distance but also operate safely within mined waters. 
They allow you to deal with the underwater threat in the 
most effective, time-efficient fashion. 
Further assurance is offered by our extensive range of life-
cycle support services. Available for the company’s vessels 
and for those built by other shipyards, it ensures MCMVs are 
fully mission-ready throughout their lives. 
Quality made in Germany: the Lürssen headquarters, locat-
ed in Bremen, is the centre of the company’s development 
and design capability and its shipbuilding competence. 
The eight Lürssen locations are staffed with highly qualified 
employees dedicated to building new ships. Moreover, sev-
eral of these shipyards are specialised in repair, refit and 
modernisation.

provide a flexible 
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Thales and Airbus

Electronic Warfare Capabilities

grade the French forces’ critical signals monitoring, di

The 10-year contract will equip the armed forces with a com-
mon information system and set of sensors and is designat-
ed a high-impact programme (PEM), alongside CONTACT 
and SCORPION, under France’s defence spending plan. This 
joint tactical SIGINT system will provide French armed forces 
command with an expanded tactical electronic support 
measures (ESM) capability.
The tactical SIGINT programme will upgrade the electronic 
warfare capabilities of front-line units, providing a set of 
high-performance portable or vehicle-mounted assets com-
patible with the latest communications technologies. The 
new system to monitor and localise enemy communications 
will support tactical manoeuvres in the theatre of opera-
tions, helping to keep forces safe and secure. It will equip the 
electronic support vehicles of the French Army’s 54th Signals 
Regiment (SCORPION programme), the French Navy’s front-
line warships and the Atlantique 2 maritime patrol aircraft 
and could be deployed to protect air bases on military oper-
ations overseas.

The system will reportedly be the only one of its kind in ser-
vice with the French forces. All three armed forces will rely on 
the same logistics infrastructure to simplify training of spe-
cialist operators and optimise through-life support delivery.
Combined Expertise
The programme will benefit from the combined experience 
of co-contractors Thales and Airbus. Thales will draw on the 
SIGINT expertise developed by the Group on several legacy 
programmes: COHORTE (the current French Army tactical 
SIGINT system), MINREM (French Navy SIGINT system), 
ARCHANGE (French Air Force new-generation SIGINT air-
craft) and CLOVIS (strategic inter-ministerial communica-
tions localisation project).
While Airbus will provide its expertise in strategic ELINT 
systems, drawing on its experience on programmes such 
as RAMSES (strategic radio and satellite communications 
information system) and PARADOS (radio signal acquisi-
tion sensor).
The first phase of the programme will provide the three 
armed forces with an initial operational capability for signals 
monitoring, with subsequent optional tranches to increase 
the number of units in service. New functions such as new 
data analytics functions for the information system, expand-
ed detection and technical analysis capabilities, etc., will be 
added incrementally over the term of the contract to pro-
vide the French armed forces with a set of state-of-the-art 
electronic warfare systems and capabilities.

upgrade the electronic 

line units
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Ventura

spatial division recently announced 
their partnership and the launch of Ven

The 1Command suite includes 1C-FCS, an 
open battle management system for man-
aging military units at tactical levels; 1C-
ACS, a system for managing indirect firing artillery units; 1C-
FOS, a forward observer system for target and impact point 
acquisition; 1C-MAS, a mortar aiming system for mortars and 
other indirect firing weapons; and 1C-ALAKRAN, a system for 
managing combat operations for Ventura´s Alakran mortar 
carrier.
The qualification and integration of Hexagon’s Luciad soft-
ware into Ventura Defense’s 1Command suite was successful-
ly achieved in 2020, making Hexagon the preferred supplier 
of geospatial software for all projects involving Ventura De-
fense systems. The Luciad portfolio provides Ventura Defense 
with a platform for building situational awareness and real-
time location intelligence solutions, allowing customers to vi-
sualise operations in 2D and 3D with rich and flexible styling 
options.

The 1Command suite builds on 
Ventura Defense’s established ca-
pabilities and expertise in the de-
fence area, specifically in mortar 
carriers and fire control systems. 
“Hexagon’s Luciad offering helps 
simplify and accelerate our cus-
tomers’ journey to achieve intelli-
gent and connected operations by 
delivering continuous innovation 

in data integration, visualisation and analysis,” said José Luis 
Peinado, vice president of Hexagon’s Geospatial division. 
“This partnership acknowledges our shared ambitions to 
transform the defence ecosystem to better support the mis-
sion-critical needs of our customers.”
Leon Bitar, CEO of Ventura Defense, added: “We believe that 
1Command with Hexagon is the ultimate step for successful 
transformation of our customers and war-fighting units into 
the digital and connected space. Our industry expertise to-
gether with Hexagon solutions make us a truly unique part-
ner in this offering, and we plan to deliver a unique experi-
ence to our customers that reflects this expertise.”
Ventura Defense is a Spanish company  with operations in 
the U.S. and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia that creates solu-
tions supporting customers in the new generation warfare. 

system for managing 
combat operations 
for Ventura ś Alakran 
mortar carrier
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Management System for the UAE.
Leonardo’s experience in combat proven naval systems and 
its deep knowledge of the UAE’s needs are the substantive 
reasons for making the offer. Leonardo has already supplied 
to the UAE more than 20 Combat Management Systems and 
a large number of naval guns, for vessels including the 
Ghannatha, Baynunah, Falaj 2 and Abu Dhabi-class cor-
vettes, which will be joined by systems for the Bani Yas pro-
gramme. 
The wide range of solutions that Leonardo provides in the 
naval field also includes the AW149, AW159, AW101 and 
NH90 helicopters. These aircraft, as well as third-party plat-
forms, can be equipped with advanced sensors like Leonar-
do’s Ulisses acoustic anti-submarine warfare system, mar-
ket-leading AESA radar such as the Osprey 30 and effective 
protection against even the latest threats with the Multi-
Aperture InfraRed (MAIR) missile warning system and the 
Miysis Directed InfraRed CounterMeasure (DIRCM). 
These were among the outcomes of Leonardo’s participa-
tion at IDEX 2021. Pasquale Di Bartolomeo, Leonardo’s Chief 
Commercial Officer, said: “IDEX 2021 was an opportunity to 
look with optimism into the new year. Throughout 2020, 
Leonardo stood closely with its customer thanks to its inter-
national presence – like the Abu Dhabi branch – and today 
we confirm our commitment in supporting the UAE institu-
tions’ operations, as well as look for new ways to collaborate.” 
To meet the challenges surrounding worldwide travel, 
Leonardo also demonstrated a digital IDEX-NAVDEX experi-
ence, on Leonardo’s offerings in the Middle East. This includ-
ed state-of-the-art guided ammunition for land and naval 
applications, represented by the Vulcano 76 BER, Vulcano 
127 and 155 mm, and the DART guided projectile. 

Other cutting-edge electronics on show included a compre-
hensive suite of airborne surveillance equipment including 

Management System for UAE  
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the SAGE Electronic Support Measure (ESM) and LEOSS 
electro-optical system for latest-generation surveillance, 
and the software-defined SRT-800 radio for communica-
tions.
Leonardo officials said UAE customers fly more than one 
hundred platforms including the AW139, AW169, AW189 
and AW109 models, which perform a variety of operations 
including emergency medical services, law enforcement, 
offshore, and VIP transport.
The Middle East’s Air Forces are increasing their capacity 
with mixed aircraft fleets, including different fighter mod-
els, and this is why Leonardo is continuing to promote its 
pilot training capabilities. This includes the iconic M-346 
Advanced Training aircraft, also available in the Fighter At-
tack version, the new M-345 recently delivered to the Italian 
Air Force and set for the basic-advanced phases of the pilot 
training syllabus, and a portfolio of training services thanks 
to the establishment of the International Flight Training 
School (IFTS) together with the Italian Air Force. 
The training services offered by Leonardo are not limited to 
pilots: the company has sold in the Middle East its cyber 
range & training system, which facilitates the training of cy-
ber security operators and allows the customer to assess 
the resilience of digital infrastructure against potential cy-
ber-attacks. 

Leonardo’s platform for digital security is part of a wider of-
fer for the protection of citizens and national economic ac-
tivities, including critical infrastructure protection, satellite 
data collections, satellite services for urban and environ-
mental monitoring and unmanned and counter-un-
manned solutions. 
Leonardo is a market leader in Unmanned Aerial Systems 

and in Air Traffic Systems solutions. Thanks to its capabilities, 
the company is able to offer tailored anti-drone technolo-
gies for both civil and defence use. Some of these systems 
have already been supplied to the UK’s Royal Air Force – 
such as Falcon Shield, which was deployed after emergen-
cies at Gatwick and Heathrow – and to the Italian and US 
Armed Forces. The military qualification is a guarantee of ef-
fectiveness and resilience; a key characteristic of these sys-
tems is that they are easily and quickly deployable in a civil 
context too.
Leonardo’s US arm Leonardo DRS highlighted advanced 
technologies to support and protect mounted and dis-
mounted forces ranging from industry-leading integrated 
C4I systems to vehicle-integrated electric power systems, 
electro-optical situational awareness and force protection 
technologies. As concrete evidence of its collaboration with 
Emirati partners, Leonardo and Leonardo DRS’ technologies 
were displayed at the stands of their partners IGG, NIMR, 
Earth / EDGE and ETS.
Incidentally, Leonardo had attended another key defence 
event in Abu Dhabi a year ago when it exhibited its un-
manned platforms at UMEX.  
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Norway is one of seven CV90 users and is the latest customer 
to enhance its fleet of combat proven CV90s following sig-
nificant life extension and mid-life upgrade contracts from 
Switzerland and the Netherlands. The new Norwegian order 
for 12 engineering and eight multi-carrier CV90 variants is 
scheduled for delivery in 2023. The others are Denmark, Es-

tonia, Finland, Switzerland, Sweden and the Netherlands. 
With close to 1,300 vehicles in service in multiple variants, the 
vehicle is combat-proven and designed to accommodate fu-
ture growth to meet evolving missions.
“We look forward to fielding another 20 modern CV90 com-
bat support vehicles into the Norwegian Army,” said Briga-

 Army 
 More 

CV90s

nise in the face of evolving threats.



dier Øyvind Johan Kvalvik, Norwegian Defence Materiel 
Agency’s Land Systems Division. “These additional vehicles 
will provide the Norwegian Army with the room for ma-
noeuvre and combat power that the Army needs to be able 
to complete its missions using the most modern IFV vehicles 
in the world.”
BAE Systems Hägglunds, the manufacturer of the CV90 
based in Örnsköldsvik, Sweden, will deliver the new vehicles 
in cooperation with Ritek, an established Norwegian CV90 
partner. With Ritek at the centre of the local industrial coop-
eration hub, up to 30 potential Norwegian suppliers will be 
responsible for upgrading and repairing components, as 
well as delivering new subsystems and technology solutions 
as part of future upgrades for the Norwegian CV90 fleet.
“We have a strong track record of delivering on time, at cost, 
and high quality to the Norwegian Army. This follow-up or-
der demonstrates the importance of successful relation-
ships with in-country industry partners like Ritek,” said Tom-
my Gustafsson-Rask, managing director of BAE Systems 
Hägglunds. “As we work to enhance the Norwegian Army’s 
existing fleet of CV90s, deepening our existing relationships 
with local industry will naturally benefit our end users.”
BAE Systems has a successful history of industrial coopera-
tion projects in Norway that have strengthened industry 
partnerships, transferred technical know-how, and exceed-
ed customer expectations and requirements. During the lat-
est CV90 procurement and upgrade contract, BAE Systems 
Hägglunds delivered 100 per cent offset obligation five 
years ahead of schedule.
BAE Systems and Ritek look forward to strengthening their 
relationship through the successful execution of this con-
tract. “Our cooperation with the Norwegian Armed Forces 
and BAE Systems Hägglunds is based on trust and experi-
ence between all parties involved. This new agreement 
which brings a positive local employment effect for Ritek as 
we focus on delivering this critical capacity to the Norwe-
gian Army in the form of more combat support vehicles,” 
said Hilmar Olsen, general manager at Ritek. “We also expect 
the project to provide long-term opportunities for several 
other Norwegian suppliers across the country.” 

The IFV variant is at the core of the CV90 family. Agile and 
powerful in combat, it leads the way in the 20-35 tonne class. 
It integrates a wide range of weapon systems, providing all-
target capability to land forces around the world. The vehicle 
incorporates cutting-edge stealth technology as well as the 
Vehicle Information System (VIS), an open and scalable elec-
tronic architecture.
The CV90 IFV has an ergonomic, air-conditioned troop com-
partment. Catering for up to eight personnel it is equipped 

with collective and individual NBC protection. Battlefield 
awareness is ensured by a video network with displays at 
each crew station, combined with independent sights.
The CV90 platform is engineered to provide optimum mo-
bility and agility. For ease of deployment, it features a 
range of land and air transportation options. On the 
ground it delivers performance in the toughest terrains, 
providing personnel with the tactical edge. The CV90 can 
be developed or configured to match any situation, from 
patrol to combat.
CV90’s survivability equipment is one of the most advanced 
of its kind. Its high payload capacity enables a wide range of 
kit to be carried, from robust bolt-on solutions to active 
add-ons.
With more than 25 years’ experience in enhancing and de-
veloping the CV90 family, BAE Systems’ have maximised the 
availability and cost-efficiency of these vehicles throughout 
their lifecycle. Customer priorities and affordability are key 
with future proof designs leading to further advances.

CV90’s high payload 

range of kit to be carried

Norway is one of seven CV90 users 
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Mission UAS’

suitable for both 
land and maritime 
operations

of integrated turnkey solutions based 
on unmanned systems platforms, pay
loads and communications for defence 

Orbiter 4 STUAS is an advanced tactical 
UAS, multi-mission platform with versatile payloads, option-
al BLOS operation and extraordinary endurance for all 
weather conditions. Built on the successful system design of 
the Orbiter 3 STUAS, in use by many customers around the 
world and accruing vast operational experience, with its ad-
vanced avionics, communications, ground control features 
and applications, Orbiter 4 retains the legacy capabilities of 
the combat-proven Orbiter UAS family.
Delivering top mission performance with its versatile covert 
platform, the Orbiter 4 STUAS is suitable for both land and 
maritime operations. The system can simultaneously carry 
multiple payloads, extending its ISTAR capabilities. Easy to 
use, with a low logistical footprint and a small crew, the run-
way-free Orbiter 4 STUAS aircraft suits all operational needs.
Orbiter 4 also delivers higher capabilities than other tactical 
platforms in operation today, with greater endurance, ser-
viceability, operational flexibility and cost-effectiveness. 
Thanks to Aeronautics’ advanced technology, it also has in-

telligence capabilities usually re-
served for large UAVs on a light-
weight, tactical and covert plat-
form. 
“We were delighted and proud to 
participate in and present at IDEX 
for the first time,” said Matan Perry, 
Vice President of Marketing & Sales 
at Aeronautics, said: “The recently 
signed peace agreement with the 

UAE opens up many avenues for regional cooperation, and 
our company sees this as an opportunity to strengthen rela-
tions and business collaborations with other countries in 
the Gulf region.”
The main applications of Orbiter 4 include: land and mari-
time ISTAR, target acquisition for precision-guided weap-
ons, artillery fire management and BDA, communications 
intelligence (COMINT), electronic intelligence (ELINT), elec-
tronic warfare (EW), communications relay, border patrol 
and reconnaissance, ISR envelope for strategic facilities se-
curity, search and rescue, and emergency response.

Aeronautics also highlighted its Orbiter 1K Loitering Muni-
tion UAS. Designed for loitering attacking missions, Orbiter 
1K has advanced guidance capabilities that ensure high 
precision, lethality and low collateral effects. Based on the 
mature, combat-proven Orbiter 2 Mini UAS, Orbiter 1K de-
livers noteworthy performance in terms of endurance and 



mission range and is the perfect solution for the “Sensor to 
Shooter” concept of operation. Once launched, the 1K loiters 
and searches for targets, and, when it finds one, attacks it pre-
cisely, causing little collateral damage. The 1K is a combat-
proven system with vast operational experience, providing a 
high level of operational flexibility, with operational advan-
tages for its category.
“Backed by continuous research and development, our sys-
tems are built on decades of technological and operational 
experience,” added Perry . “Thanks to our in-house capability 
as a UAS integrator, we are able to meet the growing demand 
for full turnkey solutions that are easy to install, operate and 
maintain, and give autonomy to soldiers. We are continually 
moving towards smaller platforms and drones, providing so-
lutions for the entire spectrum of HLS - aerial, maritime, 
coastal and border security, sensitive infrastructure such as 
pipeline monitoring, oil & gas security or environmental 
monitoring. We intend to maintain our legacy, remain a sig-
nificant player in the market, and continue to be pioneers in 
an ever-changing landscape.”
Today, Aeronautics and its subsidiaries, together with Rafael, 
offer an extensive portfolio of technologies and capabilities 
for border protection, both land and sea. The two companies 
provide advanced multi-layered defence solutions to main-
tain national security. These include ISTAR aerostats, persis-
tent surveillance payloads for tactical UAS, integration of au-
tonomous tools with ground systems in a computerised de-
cision support system, and more.
Aeronautics in-house R&D departments are extensive and 
include a large team of experienced engineers from diverse 

specialisations, developing the advanced mission-related ca-
pabilities of the company’s unique UAVs, proprietary flight 
control software, innovative navigation, communications, 
and security interfaces, and more.
To support customers and guarantee reliable and continu-
ous UAS operations, Aeronautics has established the Un-
manned Systems Academy that provides high quality, in-
depth training programmes for UAS mission commanders, 
operators and technicians.

operational experience

carry multiple payloads, 

capabilities

Orbiter 1K Loitering Munition UAS
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Elbit Delivers Upgraded 

performed missions across 
globe

ic upgrade programme led the international high tech
nology company.
The cockpit underwent major changes. The old systems that 
display essential information were replaced with new cutting 
edge screens. 
The 131st (“Yellow Bird”) Squadron is actually wrapping up 
the avionic enhancement process for “Karnaf”, which began 
years ago. 
The idea of putting the “Karnaf” through an avionic enhance-
ment process came up in discussions at the Israeli Air Force 

(IAF) headquarters way back in February 2008. 
When the time came to renew the planes, which have been 
part of the IAF’s fleet since the early 1970s, some were re-
placed by the “Shimshon” (Super Hercules C-130J) and the 
rest underwent avionic enhancement that entailed the im-

Upgraded Hercules C-130HI



plementation of new systems. 
The first Karnaf began the process in 
2015, with Elbit Systems responsible 
for avionics and The IAI (Israeli Aero-
space Industries) for maintenance 
and replacing the central wing.
Tricky situation
The squadron was required to 
continue carrying out its mis-
sions throughout the entire up-
grade process, which itself is a 
challenging feat. 
As Lt. Col. (Res.) A, former 131st 
Squadron Commander outlined: “We 
couldn’t take a break from our opera-
tional activity. The ‘Karnaf’ is used for many 
tactical transport missions such as transporting 
equipment, low-altitude flights, and refuel-
ling CH-53 helicopters - a task that is unique to 
our squadron. Concurrent to the enhance-
ment process, the 103rd (“Elephants”) Squad-
ron was closed to integrate the new ‘Shim-
shon’ aircraft, so the majority of their heavy 
transport missions were given to us.”
In 2017, the 131st Squadron divided into two 
departments - one operated the old “Karnaf” 
planes, while the other focused on accom-
modating the squadron for the new “Avionic 
Karnaf”. 
“The squadron took a two week break in or-
der to prepare and create an integration team that will 
adapt the flight doctrine to the new platform”, explained  Lt. 
Col. (Res.) A.
A few years later, the 131st Squadron finished enhancing 
eight “Karnaf” aircraft at Elbit Systems.
Maj.  Mordi, commander of the transport plane department 
at the Nevatim maintenance squadron elaborated: “It was a 
complex project - taking a Karnaf that has been operational 
for nearly half a century, and introducing it to a new genera-
tion. We managed to combine past with future, while main-
taining the squadron’s strong heritage.”
Cutting Edge 
What exactly makes the avionic “Karnaf” such an advanced 
platform? 
Lt. Y, an aircrew member in the squadron explained: “The old 
Karnaf couldn’t meet the required missions and challenges 
that face aircrews in 2021. Many new functions were added 
to the flight platform. The cockpit underwent a complete 
makeover and turned into a ‘glass cockpit’ - the old systems 
that display essential information such as flight path, engine 

status, radar, weather conditions and 
more, were replaced with new cut-

ting edge screens.”
Additionally, a Head-up display 

(HUD) similar to that of fighter 
jets was added. The HUD is a 
glass board that displays 
the flight information in the 
pilot’s direct viewpoint.
Lt. Col. (Res.) A., and Maj. A., 

the 131st Squadron’s Tech-
nical Officer, adds: “The en-

hancement process has 
brought the ‘Karnaf’, a senior 

flight platform, to the cutting-edge 
of technology. It became an advanced 

aircraft equipped with unique and tactical 
transport capabilities, suited to the chal-
lenges of our operational arena”.
Safer, More Efficient 
The process had a great impact on the 
131st Squadron and the IAF’s Heavy 
Transport Division as a whole. 
“Currently, flight data is displayed in a vi-
sually appealing way. The pilot can adjust 
the data display to the relevant scenario 
optimally through versatile settings. We 
have systems that enable information 
sharing between different aircraft in a 
joint formation - I could send flight paths 

and potential threats to my wingman, and the navigator fly-
ing with me could also transfer data to my screen”, details 
Capt. Y.
“The HUD improves flight safety since we can see at data 
mid-flight without looking away. Our weather radar enables 
us to perform missions in tougher conditions than before. 
The new upgrades allow for more effective night and low-
altitude flying,“ he added.
“This enhancement process took an excellent plane and 
made it even better - in operational capabilities, precision, 
flight safety, and potential. This unique project was done 
successfully through excellent cooperation between Elbit 
Systems, the IAI (Israel Aerospace Industries), and various 
IAF factors”, concluded Lt. Col. Y, the current Commander of 
the 131st Squadron. 
The refurbished C-130 has performed a myriad of missions 
across the globe, from India to Alaska. 
Reference Text/Photo:
https://www.iaf.org.il/
(Photo credit: Amit Agronov)

similar to that 

added

The cockpit underwent a 
complete makeover and 
turned into a ‘glass cockpit’
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groups and reference operator in the naval shipbuilding 

ation en matiere d’Armement, the international organisa

rines. 
The contract, in which Fincantieri will act as prime contractor, 
envisages an option for 2 additional units and is part of 
the new U212NFS (Near Future Submarine) acquisition pro-
gramme of the Italian Navy.
The total contract value for the first two vessels, including rel-
evant logistics support, amounts to 1.35 billion euros.
The project is an evolution of the U212A programme carried 
out in cooperation with the German thyssenkrupp Marine 
Systems, which resulted in the production of 4 submarines for 
Italy – “Todaro”, “Scirè”, “Venuti” and “Romei”, delivered by Fin-
cantieri between 2006 and 2017 – and 6 for Germany.
According to highly reliable analyses, the technological con-
tent of these air-independent propulsion submarines deter-
mined the shift in the balance between nuclear and conven-
tional vessels in the postwar period.
With the first two deliveries scheduled for 2027 and 2029, the 
U212NFS programme stems from the need to  secure ade-
quate underwater spatial surveillance and control capacity, 
considering the future complex scenarios of underwater op-

erations and that the operational lifetime of the 4 “Sauro” 
class submarines, currently in service, is drawing near. 
It aims at upholding and further developing Fincantieri’s ac-
quired strategic and innovative industrial know-how, as well 
as consolidating the technological lead attained by the com-
pany and its supply chain, enhancing the presence of tech-
nologically-advanced component parts developed by Italian 
industries on board.
The national submarines carry out different tasks for the ben-
efit of the community on a daily basis, responding to re-
quests coming from the Government or the Nation’s main 
Alliances, NATO and EU. 

The missions  range from purely military to operations per-
taining to freedom of navigation, anti-piracy, keeping the 
energy supply routes safe (due to the presence of seabed re-
sources or underwater infrastructure), observance of inter-
national law, fighting terrorism, defending external borders, 
and safeguarding maritime infrastructure, including essen-
tial off-shore and underwater infrastructure, not least detect-
ing the presence of whales.
With over 20 years of history and more than 7,000 ships built, 
Fincantieri maintains its know-how, expertise and manage-
ment centres in Italy, employing 10,000 workers and creating 
around 90,000 jobs, which double worldwide thanks to a 
production network of 18 shipyards operating in four conti-



nents and with over 20,000 employees.
The Group’s clients include the biggest cruise operators, be-
ing exclusive supplier for the Italian Navy and reference part-
ner for the US Navy, as well as numerous foreign navies. Fin-
cantieri also plays a key role in some of the main European 
defence companies within supranational programmes.
The company has achieved the exceptional result of building 
100 ships in 30 years.
The delivery of the ‘Enchanted Princess,’ the first cruise ship 
delivered post Covid, represents its ability to face the most 
difficult moments with passion, dedication, and resilience.
Fincantieri CEO, Giuseppe Bono, elaborated: “We are proud 
that the recognition of our skills by the Italian Navy and the 
German partner has brought about a change in the relations, 
thus securing – on the one hand – our role as design authori-
ty, on the other as prime contractor. We are going to take a 
real technological leap forward compared to the submarines 
of the previous class, starting with the design and the combat 
system developed along with Leonardo, which we are in 
charge of integrating on-board. This will allow Italy to contin-
ue being a main actor among the limited group of countries 
that can build such advanced units.”
Bono added: “Once again, a qualified supply chain, made up 

of small and medium-sized enterprises of the sector, will ben-
efit from the driving effect triggered by our activities, which 
will in turn generate manifest economic growth in terms of 
GDP, employment, and research and development advance-
ment”.

vessels amounts to 1.35b 
euros

U212NFS programme stems from the need to secure adequate 
underwater spatial surveillance and control capacity
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innovative interceptor missile

Arrow-4 will be the next generation of endo-exoatmospheric 
interceptors in the Arrow weapon system, which today con-
sists of Arrow-2 and Arrow-3 interceptors. 
The Arrow Weapon System is a major element of Israel’s multi-
layered missile defence array. It includes advanced radar sys-
tems, developed and produced by Israel Aerospace Industries 
(IAI) subsidiary, Elta. It also includes a BMC system developed 
by Elbit Systems, and a Launch Array including interceptors 
produced by MLM (a subsidiary of IAI). 
Arrow-2 is operational since the year 2000, providing endo-
exoatmospheric defence. 
Arrow-3, an exoatmospheric missile defence system, was de-
livered for operational use in 2017. It serves as the upper layer 
of Israel’s multi-tier missile defence array.
The Arrow 3 interceptor is part of the Arrow Weapon System 
(AWS) which is the world’s first operational, national, stand-
alone ATBM (Anti Tactical Ballistic Missiles) defence system. 
Based on the effective Arrow 2 and Arrow 3 interceptors, the 
Arrow modular air defence system detects, tracks, intercepts 
and destroys incoming TBMs carrying a range of warheads 
and over a large footprint, thereby protecting strategic assets 
and population centres.
The innovative Arrow 3 interceptor is designed to intercept 
and destroy the newest, longer-range threats, especially 



those carrying weapons of mass destruction.
Over the past few years, both of the interceptors were up-
graded, and demonstrated excellent capabilities during suc-
cessful tests held in Israel and in Alaska, U.S. 
In the words of Israeli Defence Minister, Benny Gantz: “Along 
with the development of vital offensive capabilities, the de-
fence establishment is constantly working to defend Israel’s 
skies against ballistic threats through the ongoing develop-
ment of its multi-layered (missile defence) array. The devel-
opment of Arrow-4 together with our American partners will 
result in a technological and operational leap forward, pre-
paring us for the future battle field and the ever-evolving 
threats in the Middle East and beyond. I congratulate the Is-
rael Missile Defence Organization, which is currently mark-
ing its 30th anniversary, as well as the U.S. Missile Defense 
Agency and IAI, thanks to which we are able to defend Israel’s 
home front.”
Enhanced Capabilities
Arrow-4 will be an advanced, innovative interceptor missile 
with enhanced capabilities. It will address a wide range of 
evolving threats in the region and will replace the Arrow-2 
interceptors over the next decades. 
IAI is the prime contractor for the development and produc-
tion of the system and its interceptors. 
A leader in defence, aerospace, and commercial markets, IAI 
leverages state-of-the-art technology and decades of com-
bat-proven experience delivering solutions to national de-
fence and security challenges.
Delivering large turnkey projects, IAI acts as a prime contrac-
tor, subcontractor, and team members in dozens of large 
programmes for the aerospace, land, sea, and cyber domains 
and multi-domain applications.
As per MDA Director, Vice Adm. John 
Hill: “Arrow-4 is a cooperative pro-
gramme between the MDA and IMDO 
that illustrates U.S. commitment to as-
sisting the government of Israel in up-
grading its national missile defence 
capability to defend the State of Israel 
from emerging threats.” 
Head of the Israel Missile Defense Or-
ganization, Moshe Patel stated: “We 
are starting the development of the 
Arrow-4 system at a symbolic time- 30 
years after the Gulf war, which led to 
the establishment of the IMDO and 
the joint missile defence programme 
with our American partners. Over the 
last three decades, we have devel-
oped one of the most advanced mis-

sile defence arrays in the world, built of four layers with 
demonstrated capabilities. These capabilities are being 
constantly improved against emerging threats. Arrow-4 will 
have unprecedented flight and interception capabilities.”
Jacob Galifat, GM of the IAI/MLM Division added: “The Ar-
row weapon system, which was one of the first in the world 
to intercept ballistic missiles, will be upgraded with a signifi-
cant capability, produced by IAI, in the form of the Arrow-4 
interceptor. The interceptor will be the most advanced of its 
kind in the world and will provide a new layer of defence to 
the State of Israel and its citizens.”

of Israel’s missile defence

IAI is the prime contractor for 
development and production 
of system

Arrow modular air defence system detects, tracks, 
intercepts and destroys incoming TBMs 
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to Develop Mobile 

to mutual development and technical coordination in 

mobile lethality systems as they 
apply to robotic or unmanned 
ground vehicles. 
The agreement concluded during 
IDEX 2021 is wider in scope than just 
providing for the firing of a lethality 
system from a robotic vehicle and in-
volves the technologies that will al-
low the implementation of such sys-
tems into manned unit formations. 
“We are excited to be mutually de-
veloping a vision for a wingman ve-
hicle that adds to the combat capability, flexibility and fire-
power of conventional units. The Milrem Robotics /John 
Cockerill Defense team looks to be at the vanguard of the 
European Shared Defence Technologies,” said Kuldar Vaarsi, 

CEO of Milrem Robotics. 
“The role of robotics will be to augment manned units and 
provide superior situational awareness, mobility and fire-
power. Robotic combat systems will help keep our troops 

from harm’s way. John 
Cockerill Defense is an 
exceptional lethality sys-
tems provider with clear 
understanding of new 
requirements arising 
from robotic platforms. 
Closer cooperation helps 
us jointly improve the ef-
ficiency of future robotic 
combat systems.” 
Thierry Renaudin, Presi-

dent of John Cockerill Defense, said, “Milrem Robotics has 
shown to be fully committed to the unmanned ground vehi-
cle concept, both for civilian and military use. A company 
with this laser focus gives us a glimpse into the future roles 

armed forces

Configurable according to customer 
needs, the Cockerill 1030 offers a 
range of more affordable turrets



and missions of these technologies. I am excited to look 
around the corner at the future of armoured vehicles.” 

Member of the bicentennial John Cockerill Group, John 
Cockerill Defense is the technological leader in multifunc-
tional, high-effect turrets in the 25-120mm range for light 
and medium weight armoured vehicles. 
John Cockerill Defense had attended IDEX this year display-
ing its new products which combine modularity, reliability 
and high performance, the Cockerill 1030 and the Cockerill 
CLWS. John Cockerill Defense also exhibited for the first time 
in the Middle East the Cockerill CPWS Generation 2.
In addition, John Cockerill Defense presented the Cockerill 
3000 Series, delivered in several hundred units in the Middle 
East in recent years, the Cockerill Combat Boat 30mm and its 
range of simulators through its subsidiary Agueris. 
Lightweight, precise, multi-mission and with high firepower, 
the Cockerill 1030 is the answer to the needs of today’s and 
tomorrow’s armed forces. Its lightness (<1.5t with level 2 bal-
listic protection) and compactness (1.5m diameter at the ve-
hicle interface) that can hold up to 200 cartridges, its two 
digital sighting systems, its high elevation (up to 70°) and its 
ability to integrate a wide range of accessories such as AT 
missiles and rockets make it the ideal weapon system for all 
vehicles and missions (APC, IFV, anti-UAV, amphibious).
The new Cockerill CLWS (Cockerill Light Weapon System) is a 
modular stabilised turret (Remote Weapon System) which is 
100% remotely operated and is the perfect complement to 
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light armoured vehicles (4x4, 6x6, etc.). In addition, John 
Cockerill Defense also presented the new Cockerill CPWS 
Gen.2. 
Lightweight, remotely operated and equipped with a single 
hatch that can be positioned in four different modes (closed 
for protection, slightly open for “sniper” operations, moni-
toring in the raised position and fully open for emergency 
exits or maintenance), the Cockerill CPWS 2.0 is a modular 
turret that allows the integration of several weapons such 
as a 25x137mm (e.g. M242) or a 30x113mm (e.g. M230LF) 
completed by a 7.62mm coaxial machine gun. During IDEX, 
the Cockerill CPWS Gen.2 was integrated into the Milrem 
Type-X vehicle, a precursor in the world of robotic armed 
vehicles.
Milrem Robotics is the leading European robotics and au-
tonomous systems developer with offices in Estonia, Swe-
den, Finland and the Netherlands. The company’s flagship 
product, the THeMIS unmanned ground vehicle, has been 
delivered to ten countries of which seven are NATO mem-
bers, including France, Norway, the UK, and US. 
Milrem Robotics recently launched the Type-X Robotic 
Combat Vehicle, intended to support mechanised units. 
Milrem Robotics is also the leader of a consortium that was 
awarded contract from the European Commission’s Euro-
pean Defence Industrial Development Programme (EDIDP) 
to develop a European standardised unmanned ground 
system (UGS). 

The Cockerill CPWS 2.0 allows the 
integration of several weapons 

The Cockerill CLWS is stabilised and 
modular Remote Weapon System
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CAE to be Prime 

Ecosystem

intelligence and data to develop and implement systems 
that not only address military training challenges but 

The company, which offers digitally immersive solutions to 
elevate safety, efficiency and readiness, is known as a model-
ling and simulation specialist.
Speaking at CAE OneWorld 2021, Lt. Gen. Ray Palumbo (Ret.), 
the Pentagon’s former Director of Defence Intelligence, ex-
plained: “Every service is looking to eliminate the boundaries 
of data sources and platforms to create a comprehensive op-
erating environment. Our forces need all-domain data access 
and visualisation of data and sensors to deliver key analysis 
and decision assistance during operations, and they need 
this to make faster and better decisions.”
By fusing and analysing data from varied sources, such a sys-
tem becomes a tool not only for providing real-time intelli-
gence regarding both friendly and hostile forces, but also 
presents effective information at all levels of the chain of 
command. At the upper level, the digitally immersive ecosys-

tem allows commanders across a multi-domain environ-
ment -- land, sea, air, space and cyber -- to conduct secure 
operations with a single common operating picture.
Interestingly, CAE is now taking the concept a step further to 
act as a core prime integrator for a National Synthetic Envi-
ronment (NSE), or National Digital Twin. 
Gen. Sir Richard Barrons (Ret), former commander of UK 
Joint Forces Command, aptly describes an NSE as a “transfor-
mational opportunity for every country” that is a “founda-
tional enabler for the way that governments and militaries 
operate and succeed”.
Today, there are a range of new potential threats and chal-
lenges, such as the rise of power in Asia, the rise of extrem-

CAE provides digitally 
immersive solutions to 
elevate safety

CAE aims to support U.S. Army in building 
National Synthetic Environment Capability Lt. Gen. Ray Palumbo



ism, population growth, and climate change, and this what 
makes the case for an NSE leveraging the latest digital tech-
nologies compelling. 
An NSE can support better and swifter policy-making and 
enhance security in both physical and ‘grey-world’ cyber con-
frontations.
CAE’s deep understanding of simulation and synthetic envi-
ronments, integrated with elements of the digital revolution 
such as data analytics, networks and cloud computing will be 
a major plus point for the NSE 
The simulation specialist has devised a concept for the digital 
replication of a nation that generates a digital ecosystem 
with a range of integrated data from many sources.
Four Elements
This single picture of a nation is built on four elements. Un-

derpinning the digital twin is the physical level, comprising 
the detailed terrain, weather and infrastructure such as 
buildings and transport networks.  
Secondly, the human level provides information about the 
population. This could draw on mobile phone technology to 
provide real-time information about where people are and 
where they are going through pattern-of-life algorithms. This 
level can be used to model the effects of pandemics and oth-
er human disasters.
A third element of the NSE is the cognitive layer, which uses 
social media to understand the sentiments of the popula-
tion, again linked to geography. 
Finally, there is a resource element, which adds information 
about the status and disposition of the resources available to 
government, such as emergency services and the armed 
forces.  
There are innumerable uses to which an NSE can be applied, 
including assisting decision-making in areas of national poli-
cy and security, and for military operations. 
One of the best advantages of the NSE architecture is its abil-
ity to use the single overall picture to disseminate data across 
all levels of government, from ministries at a nation’s top lay-
er down to the various regional and municipal authorities. 
As it remains a synthetic environment, the digital twin pro-
vides for experimentation to drive developments in how 
governments can organise and operate differently to boost 
efficiency, increase resilience, and reduce costs. 
Responses to major emergencies or pandemics can be re-
hearsed at nationwide levels.
“This synthetic and digital technology exists today, it has 
been experimented with, and it is ready to be leveraged for 
these new capabilities,” remarked Sir Richard at CAE One-
World 2021.
While it is true that the implementation of an NSE would take 
time and remains complex, CAE is confident that the tech-
nology already exists to begin the process. 
The integration of digital technologies in a national synthetic 
environment promises a transformative enabler to how a na-
tion works, organises and operates.

‘transformational 
opportunity for every 
country’
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ly evaluate a fully functional day/night optical radar. This 

As a leader in the development and deployment of wide area 
optical search systems, IAS will be deploying its innovative 
Generation II HeliSAR Search and Rescue (SAR) for the first 
time to the Middle East. 
IAS HeliSAR Day/Night Optical Radar works to autonomously 
detect, classify and track small objects at sea even in chal-
lenging sea states – during both day and night operations. 
HeliSAR is specifically optimised for Helicopter Search and 
Rescue (SAR) operations featuring an exceptionally small, 
unobtrusive footprint that requires minimal modification to 
an existing STC. The radar is designed to autonomously find 
people lost at sea, rafts adrift, or vessels in distress without 
any form of operator involvement. 
IAS HeliSAR means that UAE can find people lost at sea over 
30 times faster than existing search operations.”
The UAE NSRC will install the IAS HeliSAR Optical Radar on its 
SAR AW139 helicopter, with the first trial due to be complet-
ed in the coming months. 
Simon Olsen, VP Business Development and Strat-
egy for IAS, added: “The UAE NSRC is one of 
the world’s leading SAR agencies and sets 
exceptionally high standards of opera-
tional performance. We are very proud 
that our IAS HeliSAR Optical Radar was 
deemed to have surpassed this high 
benchmark and accepted to be tested on 
a UAE SAR AW139. Our team is very much 
looking forward to collaborating with 
this world leading operation to save lives 
lost at sea.” 

Easily installed, and a fraction of the size weight and power of 
a traditional radar, the IAS Optical Radar uses a specially con-
figured array of day and night optical sensors that continu-
ously observe the ocean either side of the helicopter.

a day/night optical radar
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clearance missions

 Capabilities

clearance missions and provides ease of use.
Leveraging on the cutting-edge technologies implemented 
on its latest IGUANA UGV, ECA GROUP has also upgraded the 
CAMELEON E robot. The MK3 also comes with an intuitive 
user interface that is now compatible with the company’s en-
tire range of UGVs.
Typical mission modules such as the manipulator 6 axis arm, 
the Pan&Tilt zoom camera, the X-Ray system, gripper jaws, 
disrupters, COFDM transmission, fibre optic transmission, 
CBRN etc., are fully compatible with the IGUANA UGV range.
CAMELEON MK3 is fully compatible with the UAV IT180, 
which can be used in collaborating mode on the battlefield 
in order to give tactical feedback to the operator.
Benefitting from the latest electronic development made for 
the IGUANA UGV, the CAMELEON E MK3 has seen its internal 
architecture upgraded. As a result, its technical capabilities 
have been enhanced to bring a real added value to operators 
in terms of user-friendliness, accessories compatible, perfor-
mance and on-field manoeuvrability.
Increased Arm Capacities
One of the main upgrades is the 6-axis manipulator arm, 
which enhances the UGV’s performance. The arm is now 
compatible with the IGUANA UGV to reduce the logistic foot-
print and spare additional costs.
This major upgrade has been designed to facilitate articulat-
ed manipulation and offers more possibilities to on-field us-
ers, whichever the mission at stake.
Technical improvements implemented allow several advan-
tages, including an increased lifting capability of 4kg when 
the arm is stretched-out and a double-batched folded arm 
capacity of 15kg, to handle the  manipulation of heavier 
loads. With this extended capacity, the CAMELEON E can lift 
the equivalent of the weight of a mid-sized microwave oven.

It also offers an increased range of jaws and claws accessories 
adapted for several manipulations – grab, move, wire cut-
ting, windows breaker, dropping explosive charge, addition-
al mast camera – allowing, for example, breaking car glass, 
opening doors (car, building), inspection of suspended ceil-
ings, collecting cylindrical ammunition, etc.
The UGV also has capabilities to fit up to two disruptors on 
the arm, gaining critical mission time by neutralising several 
threats in one mission without the need to re-equip the ro-
bot in between and has three additional cameras that can be 
equipped on the arm to maximise the visibility over the op-
eration (one on the turret, two on the wrists).
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Kalyani M4

The N-Raven is a family of autonomous, multi-mission aerial 
vehicles featuring next generation ‘swarm’ technologies to 
accomplish numerous missions with pinpoint precision.
The system has been designed for technology transfer and 
portable manufacture from within partner countries with 
both unrivalled accuracy and affordability in mind. In doing 
so, the N-Raven addresses a myriad of mission requirements, 
including future warfighter engagements where intelligent 
swarming technologies combined with multiple munition 
loitering and attack operations have been proven to ensure 
mission survivability.
With a modular system allowing for flexible mission plan-
ning, operational units can launch the N-Raven UAV from 
multiple land-based, naval, and airborne platforms. Forma-
tion level commanders can further benefit from the advan-
tage of the system’s precision strike capabilities against 
high-value targets, both static and moving, located deep 
within enemy territory, by utilising a swarm of loitering mu-
nitions. 
The 41 kg N-Raven operates with a covert, low signature in 
contested environments offering a cruise speed of approxi-
mately 180 km/hr and a loitering endurance time of approxi-
mately two hours. N-Raven swarm loitering munitions offer 
a variety of sensors with each being capable of carrying a 10 
– 15 kg payloads up to a range of 250 km.
The system provides detection, identification, location, and 
reportage (DILR) against various targets. The N-Raven Series 
can be critical to the successful execution of modern fire mis-
sions, with swarm capabilities offering support for Multi-Do-
main Operations (MDO). As the platform’s onboard sensors 
and communication technologies continue to improve, 
they can serve as significant force multipliers for strategic 
and tactical assignments.

Kalyani M4

Paramount N-Raven



role platform, designed 

requirements of armed 
forces for quick mobility in 
rough terrain

Equivalent to positioning multiple personnel on the ground 
in often austere, high-risk environments, the N-Raven is de-
signed to saturate an area with Electro-Optical/Infra-Red 
(EO/IR), Semi-Active Laser sensor-driven target identification 
and tracking technologies to provide a rapid, data-rich pic-
ture of activity. This reduces threats to personnel safety while 
enhancing human end-user responsiveness in radically 
changing engagement scenarios.
A field simulator is optionally available which connects to the 
system’s control unit, allowing the N-Raven crew to rehearse 
each mission before launch. The UAV’s recording capabilities 
allow for a full debrief and ensure a positive learning curve 
for the end-user’s personnel, while reducing costs and mini-
mising risks in operator training.
Paramount Advanced Technologies has developed the N-
Raven as a robust yet cost-effective technology solution, 
utilising proven commercial components and experience 
gained from the company’s long legacy in the development 
of UAV systems, including however not limited to the Mete-

orite.
Lee Connelly, CEO of Paramount Advanced technologies, 
said: “We continue to research, design and innovate new 
technologies that remove military personnel from the front 
lines, minimise collateral damage and exposure of friendly 
forces, at the same time providing surveillance and engage-
ment support, and helping armed forces around the world 
garner greater intelligence and mission success.
“Our aerospace and technology company was founded on 
the belief that true innovation in our space means bringing 
technologically advanced, affordable and highly customis-
able solutions to the needs of our customers and partners.”

Recently,  Paramount Group and India based Engineering & 
Technology conglomerate Bharat Forge Limited, announced 
a cooperation that will see them join the technologies, capa-
bilities and expertise of both groups in order to manufacture 
armoured vehicles in India.
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Amit Kalyani, Deputy Managing Director, Bharat Forge Ltd 
said: “We are very pleased to partner with Paramount Group. 
This collaboration brings together the manufacturing and 
technology excellence of two leading companies, which 
have matching synergies and complementary capabilities. 
The Kalyani M4 is a fantastic new generation vehicle, and we 
want to position it as the ‘future of protection’ in all markets 
worldwide.”
The Kalyani M4 is a multi-role platform, designed to meet the 
specific requirements of armed forces for quick mobility in 
rough terrain and in areas affected by mine and IED threats. It 
offers best in-class levels of ballistic and blast protection, up 
to 50kg TNT side blast or IED/roadside bombs due to its in-
novative design, built on a flat-floor monocoque hull.
Ivor Ichikowitz, Chairman of Paramount Group, added: “All of 
our technologies have been developed with portable pro-
duction in mind. We believe this model of world-beating in-
novative technology is fundamental to enhancing any coun-
try’s contemporary defence, and technology capabilities.”
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Vehicles
Steal the 

international market. The company also displayed its 

Serdar Görgüç, General Manager, Otokar, said that being a 
regular vendor to both NATO and the United Nations, the 
company is continuously expanding its portfolio and serving 
a wider range of customers over the world every year, thanks 
to its well appreciated user-oriented approach.
He said: “Currently, around 33,000 Otokar vehicles are active-
ly in service in more than 36 countries in the toughest cli-
mates and risky regions. We believe that the performance of 
our vehicles serving worldwide are the most important refer-
ence for our potential customers. We are at the forefront of 
the global defence industry with our know-how in land sys-
tems, engineering and R&D capabilities as well as our wide 
product range.”

In addition to a full electric powered engine, AKREP II also ap-
pears in diesel and hybrid powerpack options. AKREP II com-
bines latest automotive technologies, high firepower and 
protection in a low silhouette. Having an effective firepower 
under amour and high payload capacity, the vehicle com-
fortably carries turrets up to 90mm cannon.
Being smaller in size and lesser in weight contribute to the 
agility of low silhouette AKREP II. Steering capability on all–

axles significantly increase the manoeuvrability of the four-
wheel drive AKREP II. Thanks to the independent suspension 
system and swift torque control, AKREP II can operate with 
equal ease on all challenging terrain conditions, no matter 
soft sand, deep mud, and snow. AKREP II can carry total of 
three crew, driver, commander and gunner at a maximum 
speed of 110 km per hour.
Apart from being a weapon carrier for all small, medium, and 
high calibres, AKREP II is an ideal solution for reconnaissance, 
scouting, surveillance, and base/air defence missions with 
quick reaction and silent mobility capabilities. 

The electrical drive version of AKREP II, AKREP IIe is a low sil-
houette and low acoustic platform with low thermal signa-
ture.
The electric-based power and propulsion results in quicker 
start with instantaneous high torque for increased mobility. 
Due to the “drive-by-wire” system of electrically controlled 
steering, acceleration, and braking functions, AKREP IIe ap-
pears as a technically feasible platform for being remotely 
controlled or with driving assistance system applications in-
cluding autonomous capabilities.
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COBRA II MRAP combines high level of survivability and mo-
bility in a modular package. The vehicle provides protection 
for the crew against ballistic, mine and IED threats while 
maintaining high cross-country mobility in battlefield condi-
tions with its independent suspension system. It is designed 
to provide high reliability, ease of maintenance and quick re-
moval/installation of power pack.

The vehicle provides high payload and spacious internal 
space for integration of weapon systems and mission equip-
ment. It can be configured with alternative seating layouts for 
up to 11 personnel with three or five door configurations as 
per specific user requirements.

The vehicle offers high level of protection, payload capacity, 
and large internal volume. In addition to superior mobility, 
COBRA II also comes with the capacity to accommodate nine 
personnel including the driver and commander, offering high 
protection against ballistic, mine and IED threats. Delivering 
high performance in the toughest terrain and climate condi-
tions with high power to weight ratio, COBRA II is tested rigor-
ously in different parts of the world, on toughest terrain and 
climate conditions. Preferred especially for offering a wide 
range of weapons integration and mission equipment op-
tions, COBRA II is successfully used for border protection as 
well as internal security and peacekeeping missions. The 
modular structure of COBRA II also makes the vehicle a flexi-
ble platform to be used as a personnel carrier, weapons plat-
form, ground surveillance radar, CBRN reconnaissance vehi-
cle, command control vehicle, and ambulance. 

Otokar’s multi-wheeled modular armoured vehicle ARMA 
6x6 offers mobility, high mine and ballistic protection, as well 
as medium and high-calibre weapon system integration op-
tions. Offering high tactical and technical features, ARMA 
comes with an optional amphibious variant for peacekeep-
ing and humanitarian aid operations in demanding terrain 
and climate conditions.
ARMA 6x6 can be equipped with different weapons and tur-
rets according to need. The 6x6 can be used for various mis-
sions as an armoured personnel carrier, armoured combat 
vehicle, command control, reconnaissance, and CBRN recon-
naissance vehicle while different weapon systems can be in-
tegrated into the vehicle.

Thanks to its modular design, SAFA can be fitted with manned 
or unmanned weapon systems ranging from 7.62 mm to 120 
mm as well as air defence and mortar systems. With superior 
mobility, SAFA can serve in all kinds of combat environments 
from urban, built-up areas and light bridges to woodlands 
and all terrains, especially on soft surfaces where main battle 
tanks are unable to operate due to their heavy weights. A reli-
able and robust torsion bar suspension system consists of 
seven dual rubber-tire road wheels on each side. SAFA has an 
automatic track tensioning system, which can adjust track 
tension for different road conditions to achieve mobility.
SAFA has a power pack in the front of the hull combined with 
turbo charged diesel engine and an automatic transmission 
provides which power ranging from 700 hp to 1100 hp. 

high level of survivability 
and mobility in a modular 
package

Otokar COBRA II MRAP
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defended Targets
Recently, a long-term partnership between Tawa-
zun and MBDA was signed, enabling the develop-
ment of the SmartGlider weapon systems from 
design to production phase.
A joint team of engineers from both sides, the ma-
jority from Tawazun, will be in charge of develop-
ment studies. They will be operating from MBDA’s 
first regional Missile Engineering Centre estab-
lished in the UAE.
Matar Ali Romaithi, Chief Officer of the Economic 
Development Unit at Tawazun, said: “This agree-
ment allows us to extend and increase our areas 
of co-development and co-production of techno-
logically advanced defence products.”
During the pre-development phase, the two enti-
ties will study several concepts before reaching a 
development phase. The intention being to offer 
an optimal system at the right price and with the 
right performance, leveraging the capabilities of 
the UAE defence industry.
MBDA’s new SmartGlider family of guided weap-
ons is optimised to counter anti-access strategies 
and other emerging battlespace threats. De-
signed to complement new and future fast jets, 
SmartGlider forms a family of all-up-round glider 
weapons, with folding wings and a range of over 
100 km allowing the combat platform to stay at 
safe distance from the enemy defences. This new 
generation of air-to-ground weapons is designed 
to counter new networked short- and medium-
range surface-to-air threats, as well as moving/re-
locatable targets or hardened fixed targets.
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groups behaving as wolf packs that will coordinate in order to 
saturate enemy air defences.”
With a significant presence in five European countries and 
within the U.S., in 2016 MBDA achieved a turnover of €3.0 bil-
lion with an order book of €15.9 billion. With more than 90 
armed forces customers in the world, MBDA is a world leader 
in missiles and missile systems. The company is the only Euro-
pean group capable of designing and producing missiles and 
missile systems that correspond to the full range of current 
and future operational needs of the three armed forces (land, 
sea and air). In total, the group offers a range of 45 missile sys-
tems and countermeasures products already in operational 
service and more than 15 others currently in development. 
MBDA is owned jointly by Airbus (37.5 per cent), BAE Systems 
(37.5 per cent), and Leonardo (25 per cent).

strategies

guidance and navigation 
functions

Florent Duleux, MBDA Vice-President Middle East, said: “The 
region’s air forces are equipped with the latest generation of 
combat aircraft, particularly European combat aircraft, and 
Smart Glider allows the full exploitation of the sensors and 
systems that equip these modern aircraft – to deliver military 
effects that could not even be considered before.”

The compact family member, SmartGlider Light, is 2 metres 
long and weighs 120 kg. 12 to 18 SmartGlider Lights can be 
carried on an aircraft thanks to a Hexabomb Smart Launcher 
(HSL) capable of managing reactive strikes without affecting 
the pilot’s workload. As such, the SmartGlider Light will allow 
first-day-entry by saturating and destroying enemy air de-
fences.
For general purpose missions, the SmartGlider Light can be 
engaged against a wide spectrum of targets, from hardened 
and defended fixed targets such as hangars, to relocatable 
targets that can only be destroyed from a standoff distance 
with significant lethal effects.
MBDA also prepares a 1,300 kg SmartGlider Heavy to be able 
to carry a multipurpose warhead of more than 1,000 kg to 
deal with large and hardened infrastructure.
SmartGliders will integrate new technologies in their guid-
ance and navigation functions, as well as multi-purpose war-
heads. Thus, they will be able to reach and destroy the best 
defended targets, notably enemy air defences, thanks to a 
mix of optronics and radio frequency sensors that makes 
them robust against anti-access measures.
“The SmartGlider family considerably reinforces the air-to-
ground capabilities of the combat platform, sitting between 
bombs equipped with guidance kits and cruise missiles”, ex-
plains François Moussez, MBDA Military Advisor. “Designed 
for use in high volumes, SmartGliders Light can be fired in 

SmartGlider family of guided weapons is 
optimised to counter anti-access strategies
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operational needs of navies. The company has a long his

gion and has trustful relationships for the last 30 years.
For instance, Naval Group is present in Saudi Arabia through 
a subsidiary which carries out services contracts for the Navy. 
Another subsidiary has been opened in 2018 in Egypt to car-
ry out the in-service support of the fleet which includes two 
MISTRAL-class Landing Helicopter Docks, one FREMM frig-
ate and four Gowind corvettes.
“Naval Group has been established in the UAE since 2010. We 
are proud to be working together with our partners to de-
velop sustainable, long-term relations and projects that con-
tribute to national sovereignty and generate lasting benefits 
in the country. Our group’s long-term commitment in the 
country is illustrated by the recent decision to set up a new 
office in Abu Dhabi,” said Alain Guillou, Senior Executive Vice 
President Development, Naval Group.
Through transfer of knowledge and joint research, Naval 
Group aims to work with its Emirati partners to create highly 
qualified opportunity for Emirati nationals and progressively 
achieve country self-reliance and autonomy. 
To achieve this, an initiative has been launched in partner-
ship with Tawazun Economic Council consisting of a virtual 
internship programme known as Sustain & Enhance Emirati-
zation in Defense & Security (SEEDS). This programme en-

ables young UAE nationals to pursue virtual internships at 
Naval Group while being tutored by one of the company’s 
experts, regardless of the travel restrictions related to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, in order to contribute to the develop-
ment of the skills of young Emirati students to enable them 
to support the country’s defence needs in the years to 
come.

Through transfer of 

Emirati partners
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For instance, Naval Group is attentive to the needs of 
the Emirati Navy in terms of training and is available to 
develop solutions adapted to their needs. The compa-
ny’s presence in the UAE also enables the development 
of innovative technologies that could potentially serve 
the operational needs of the Navy and Coast Guards. 
These products can also be directed towards export 
markets and the economic benefit will positively im-
pact the national and regional markets.

Building on its 400-year long experience in supporting 
the French Navy, Naval Group is the partner of choice 
for many international navies. Naval Group showcased 
the state-of-art innovations created for modern navies 
at their booth at IDEX, demonstrating its capabilities as 
leading naval integrator through high tech naval solu-
tions.
The innovations highlighted included Belh@rra, the 
combat and crisis management frigate that empowers 
modern navies and adapts to the digitisation of the 
warfare. Ensuring naval authority, this compact all-digi-
tal frigate performs all the operations conducted by 
large surface vessels with increased precision and high-
level capabilities in anti-air, anti-surface, anti-submarine 
and asymmetric warfare domains.
On the other hand, the Gowind is a corvette equipped 
with a set of anti-submarine, anti-surface and anti-air-
craft systems to NATO standards. The corvette is a con-
centrate of the latest technological advances devel-

oped and mastered by Naval Group. It integrates the latest gen-
eration of combat systems developed by Naval Group, SETIS, the 
Panoramic Sensors and Intelligence Module (PSIM) – a combina-
tion of the integrated mast with its various sensors and the Oper-
ational Centre and associated technical premises, and the high 
level of integration, automation and user-friendliness of the Na-
val Group systems.
Naval Group also demonstrated how SETIS provides intelligent 
and innovative solutions to improve comfort, safety, accuracy 
and efficiency of operations management.
Naval Group is also recognised for its drone expertise. The com-
pany integrates all types of UAVs, air, surface and underwater, to 
increase the operational capabilities of an armed fleet. This tech-
nological advance represents a new potential for intelligence, 
surveillance and exploratory missions and become force multipli-
ers provided that they are fully integrated in the ship. The innova-
tive solutions for the implementation and recollection of UAVs 
under any sea conditions and those dedicated to the manage-
ment of drone missions and the integration in real time of the 
data collected directly benefits naval forces.
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Systems Work Together 

The U.S. Pentagon, Department of Justice and Department of 
Homeland Security frequently ask these questions, as drones 
become more prevalent and sophisticated. From airports and 
oil refineries to landmarks, government buildings and military 
bases around the world, drone threats are a problem that is 
literally flying right above our heads.

According to a 2019 study published by the Center for the 
Study of the Drone at Bard College, more than 95 countries 
have access to such drone technology, and that has govern-
ment officials concerned.
“Drones are one of the most challenging issues in airspace; 
they’re cheap and easy to get from a store,” said Evan Hunt, 
director of High Energy Lasers and Counter-Unmanned Aeri-
al Systems at Raytheon Intelligence & Space, a Raytheon 
Technologies business. “With advanced sensors and strike 
capabilities integrated into them, they become not just a nui-
sance, but a real threat.”
In January, Undersecretary of Defense for Acquisition and 
Sustainment Ellen Lord announced the U.S. Defense Depart-

kill chain is the 
sequential process 
to detect, track, 
identify and 
defeat threats
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ment’s plans to identify three to five counter-UAS technolo-
gies that could work together, as a system, to defend against 
drone threats.
Raytheon Technologies builds modern counter-UAS systems 
that can detect incoming airborne threats, discern what they 
are with extreme precision, and use lasers and microwave 
energy to bring them down.
“You have to be able to see that something is coming, identi-
fy what it is and quickly take it down with the right effector. 
The challenge of counter-UAS is pulling together a system 
that works in concert in mere seconds. These systems follow 
the steps of what is called the counter-UAS kill-chain,” said 
Hunt.
The counter-UAS kill chain, a term coined by the Defense De-

partment, is the sequential process to detect, track, identify 
and defeat threats. It combines sensors, command and con-
trol and effectors to take down drones in seconds. 
“We have proven air defence radars that watch the skies at far 
distances, but we’ve also added a new layer of sight.,” Hunt 
said. “As drones close in or are launched at short range, we 
use sensors that operate on the Ku-Band of the radio fre-
quency spectrum to identify threats with incredible preci-
sion.”
The company’s counter-UAS KuRFS radar, deployed after 
only 19 months of development, detects an approaching 
drone swarm and then singles out individual drones. Next, 
system operators can point directed energy, like a laser, at 
each drone and burn them down.
High-energy lasers are precise, and with an adequate power 
source, they have a virtually unlimited supply of ammuni-
tion. This makes lasers a cost-effective solution to deal with 
swarms of relatively inexpensive drones.
High-power microwave systems are similarly effective but 
work differently. Rather than pinpoint a weak spot and burn 
a hole, they send out a pulse that disrupts drones’ control 
mechanisms and brings them crashing to the ground. 
They’re effective at downing multiple targets in close forma-
tion.
Another way directed energy is revolutionary is it negates 
the unpredictable flight paths of drones. An energy beam 
that travels at the speed of light can reach a drone fast, even if 
it changes course.
The key to the drone kill-chain, according to Hunt, is to avoid 
relying on just one system. Different drone threats—wheth-
er a single drone or a swarm, armed or unarmed, big or small, 
part of a coordinated attack or a curious pilot—require differ-
ent approaches to counter them.
Dealing with the ever-growing number of autonomous, fly-
ing threats may look like sophisticated, with different types 
of specialised systems stepping in and, in a manner of min-
utes, doing their part. As drone threats and technologies to 
counter them evolve in the coming years, so will the defenc-
es that protect against them. 

detects an approaching 

out individual drones

The Ku-band Radio Frequency System is a 360-degree 
radar that senses incoming drones, rockets, artillery 
and mortars

The directed energy system emits an adjustable energy 
beam that renders drones unable to fly
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port governments in crisis situations and to save lives. 
 At the ceremony actor and STREIT Group’s Brand Ambassa-
dor Steven Seagal unveiled STORM, a fully electric multi-pur-
pose tracked vehicle; DHABI, a state-of-the-art MRAP; NISR, a 
mounted infantry troop carrier and ground support vehicle; 
and CONDOR, a cost-effective MRAP.
 STORM is the first tracked vehicle for STREIT Group and the 
first tracked vehicle ever manufactured in the UAE. “This step 
is a huge step for the company, and we are proud to have 
achieved this milestone,” said Goutorov. The other main ad-
vantage of the STORM is that it is fully electric but also comes 
with additional generators. 
 STORM has been designed to be used for a wide range of 
specialist military and civilian purposes. Built for the harshest 
environments, the vehicle offers exceptional mobility, reli-

ability and features the latest technologies in ballistic, IED 
and mine blast protection. Due to the versatile nature of 
the vehicle, STORM is not only completely silent but can be 
configured with amphibious and sea floating capabilities. 
The vehicle can be configured with remote control sys-
tems allowing for autonomous operations. 
Seagal was impressed not just by the capabilities of 
STORM but also by its design. “The design of the STORM 
looks like a crossover between a Lamborghini and a 
Stealth fighter and was one of the head turners at IDEX 
2021,” he shared.
The second vehicle to be unveiled was the DHABI. “The 
DHABI combines the best technology from around the 
world and was specially designed for the needs of the UAE 
and its efforts to achieve and maintain stability in the re-

CONDOR, is a newly designed MRAP with STANG 
Level 2 upgradable to STANG 3
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gion”, Goutorov explained.
 DHABI’s V-shaped hull helps to deflect blast waves and de-
bris away from the crew compartment. The lifted body and 
increased ground clearance enhance its protection against 
mines. With STANAG III adaptable blast and ballistic protec-
tion as a standard, and up to STANAG IV with add-on plates, 
DHABI comes at an advanced price but also advanced tech-
nology. The vehicle will be used by customers in varying roles 
such as a mounted infantry troop carrier, ground support ve-
hicle for dismounted troops, medical evacuation platform, 
long-range border control vehicle, or easily configured as a 
command-and-control vehicle. 
 Seagal, who assisted in unveiling the new vehicles, added: “I 
believe in STREIT’s mission to save lives around the world and 
am honoured to unveil these vehicles which will contribute 
to achieving that goal.”
 The third vehicle unveiled, NISR, is designed as a mounted 
infantry troop carrier and ground support vehicle for dis-
mounted troops. “Our engineers spent the last two years de-
veloping NISR, using the latest technology from across the 
globe,” Goutorov added. Its state-of-the-art approach and 
departure level is unheard of in its category, so is its power 
with 450HP, a top speed of 120km/h, and manoeuvrability. It 
can be easily configured as a command-and-control vehicle, 
medical evacuation platform, or as a forward observation 
platform (FOO). The NISR offers occupants blast protection to 
STANAG Level IV. It features a V-shaped monocoque ar-

moured hull design, as well as floating seats, offering ad-
vanced protection to the 10-man crew. 
The final vehicle unveiled was the CONDOR, a newly designed 
MRAP with STANG Level 2 upgradable to STANG 3. High mo-
bility and off-road capability mean this vehicle can be used in 
any hostile situation with exceptional field performance in 
urban as well as off-road environments. This vehicle has an 8.9 
L Engine with 400 HP. It can be deployed in various missions 
by military and paramilitary forces.
STREIT UAE was opened in 2007 and is one of the largest pri-
vately owned armoured vehicles production facility in the 
world. The modern production site brings together a host of 
design, research and development, manufacturing, testing, 
training and storage facilities on one site and is ISO 9001, ISO 
14001, OHSAS 18001, 2008 certified.
 

compartment

The DHABI combines the best technology 
from around the world 
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Most of today’s armoured vehicles 

combat systems that provide both at
tack and intelligence gathering capa

ate independently of each other, 

full collective potential.
With over 72 years of experience and ex-
pertise in developing a wide variety of 
comprehensive, end-to-end solutions 
for air, land and naval platforms, Rafael has developed the 
Next Generation Combat Vehicle Suite (NGCV-S), turning in-
dividual systems into a single, fully integrated array, operat-
ing simultaneously and in concert. 
To achieve these goals, fighting vehicles and their crews 
must possess a high level of situational awareness. With Ra-
fael’s advanced computer vision technologies, the situation-
al awareness capabilities of any combat vehicle crew can be 

enhanced, while using existing 
sensors and observation systems.
Based on combat Artificial Intelli-
gence (AI), Rafael’s Suite includes 
an internal brain, delivering auton-
omous mission support that in-
creases lethality and survivability, 
by enabling effective decision-
making, while reducing the cogni-
tive burden of the crew.
Rafael’s computer vision technolo-

gies enable accurate navigation and self-localisation for ve-
hicles of any type and is especially effective for urban areas.
Connecting the various elements is Rafael’s BNET, a next-
generation ultra-high-speed broadband tactical, data/ 
voice/video, software defined on-the-move radio. Based on 
patented Multi-frequency Channel Reception technology 
(MCR), it employs a Mobile Ad-Hoc Network (MANET) which 
is decentralised, hubless, self-forming, self-healing and 

includes an internal 
brain, delivering 
autonomous mission 
support
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multi-user. Scalable to up to a thousand users, the BNET SDR 
architecture is exceptionally flexible and can accommodate 
future applications and waveforms. 
Globally field-proven, BNET enables comprehensive and ef-
fective situational awareness to bring a true revolution to 
modern warfare, particularly when working with Rafael’s Fire 
Weaver, a networked combat system with sophisticated au-
tonomous capabilities that connects all sensors, shooters 
and the BMS in real-time, closing unlimited “sensor-to-shoot-
er” loops simultaneously.
These breakthrough innovations ensure forces of an ongo-
ing advantage by reshaping battlefields, enabling long-term 
endurance, and saving lives. 
Similar to its other fields of activity and as part of its strategy 
of cooperation and partnerships, Rafael is constantly seeking 
new opportunities to share its knowledge and experience 
and to incorporate external capabilities through partner-
ships with local AFV OEM’s as part of local platform upgrades 
or future programmes.

Rafael has demonstrated its ability to respond quickly and ef-
fectively to emerging needs. The company also has a wide 
portfolio of advanced naval solutions. These include:

TYPHOON C-UAS Naval Remote Weapon Station (NRWS) – 
The NRWS C-UAS capitalises on Rafael’s long-standing Ty-
phoon family of combat-proven naval defence solutions. The 
NRWS C-UAS incorporates a diverse mix of synchronised 
smart multi-spectral sensors, weapons and intelligent effec-
tors that translate to very high hit accuracies. 
Missile Systems
Naval SPIKE – The maritime version of the SPIKE missile 
Family: 
Naval SPIKE ER – electro-optical, guided missile, which com-
prises a lightweight, compact and stabilised turret with four 
missiles on the mount, together with a fire control system for 
effective ranges of up to 10 km. 
Naval SPIKE NLOS – This compact system enables stand-off of 
up to 32 km � with pinpoint accuracy, providing sea-to-shore 
fire support or sea-to-sea targeting, on a wide range of naval 
platforms. 
Electronic Warfare
With advanced EW solutions that include the SEWS-DV, C-
GEM C-Pearl DV and the Wizard, Rafael’s naval EW solutions 
support all EW related tasks of the modern naval combat ves-
sel, covering situational awareness and Electronic Intelli-
gence over the entire EM spectrum, Electronic Protection via 
on-board, off-board ECM and decoys, and Electronic Attack. 

Rafael’s Vessel Protection Suite (VPS) is an integrative, net-

worked solution for asymmetric naval warfare against surface 
and air swarms, which may consist of Fast Inshore Attack Craft 
(FIACs), Waterborne Improvised Explosive Devices (WBIEDs), 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)/drones and/or combined 
swarms. The VPS relies upon diverse capabilities that include 
a mix of synchronised smart multi-spectral sensors, weapons 
and intelligent effectors, managed by a centralised AI-based 
system incorporating Battle Algorithm (BA) software.
Coastal Defense Solution
The complete naval solution is based on Rafael’s unique AI ca-
pabilities, a wide range of communication systems for voice, 
video and data, which connect all sensors (stationary, mobile 
or airborne) and all mobile units to headquarters over a sin-
gle, secure network and a central Command and Control sys-
tem, where all data generated by system elements, including 
external information systems, is received and processed. This 
creates a unified picture that provides commanders at all lev-
els with real-time situational swareness and supports deci-
sion-making and reaction to events.

VPS is an integrative 
solution for asymmetric 
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He described this historic achievement as “a second national 
day of the UAE and a moment of great transformation in our 
history and development journey.” In this issue, Nation Shield 
sheds light on the multi-term strategic messages and goals 
involved in this historic, scientific achievement, and its re-
search and strategic outcomes at the national, Arab and 
global levels.
There may be no better indications of the depth of pride and 
happiness on the occasion of the arrival of the Hope Probe to 
its orbit around Mars than the words of HH Sheikh Mohamed 

Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces, “I am proud of 
you, my dear sons”. These words have expressed the leader-
ship’s deep pride and happiness with the achievements of 
citizens. His Highness pointed out that the arrival of the Hope 
Probe to Mars is “a date with history, which will record that 
the Emirati will to achieve progress has triumphed over all 
challenges.” Based on this historical scientific achievement, it 
is possible to discuss the messages and objectives of the 
Hope Probe mission, and its research and strategic implica-
tions at the national, Arab and international levels, as follows:

The arrival of the Hope Probe to the Mars orbit is a historic 
and scientific achievement. It constitutes an official declara-
tion of the arrival of the Arabs into space and writes down in 
historical records that the UAE is the first Arab country, and 
the fifth country in the world, to reach the orbit of the Red 
Planet; it is the third country in the world to reach orbit on 
the first attempt. In this mission, Hope Probe and its Chinese 
and American counterparts will join six space missions al-
ready orbiting Mars: three of them are American, two Euro-
pean and one Indian. What maximises the value of this 
achievement at the national level is that it marks the incep-
tion of the coming 50 years with a pioneering scientific 
achievement aimed at attaining important research goals 
that are being implemented over a whole Martian year (687 
days; it is expected that the probe will begin to send informa-
tion to Earth in September 2021). It will provide new and use-
ful information and insights on Mars for the world’s scientific 
community.
The importance of the achievement emanates from the facts 
of reality that indicates that the attraction of exploring the 
Red Planet has increased in recent years and decades, given 
that it is the closest planet to Earth and constitutes a real sci-
entific treasure. Since the 1960s, it has received dozens of 
American robotic probes in its orbit or on its surface, most of 
which have failed. In addition to the Hope Probe mission, 
there was the Tianwen mission, which was the first Chinese 
ascent to the red planet and included a vehicle and a small, 
unmanned robot. There was also the mission of the Ameri-
can probe Perseverance, which is part of a huge scientific 
programme aimed at taking samples and transporting them 
to Earth.
The UAE has joined the race to explore Mars with such 
strength and scientific planning efficiency that constitutes a 
global shift in this march that was exclusive to a number of 
the major powers in the field of space science, including the 
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U.S., Russia, the European Union, China, Japan, India and Isra-
el. This also proves that the UAE is no longer a consumer mar-
ket for this advanced technology. Rather, it is sharing this in-
dustry with other advanced countries in this field. The Hope 
Probe seeks to achieve research and knowledge tasks that 
have not been covered by previous international projects.
It can be concluded that this unprecedented scientific 
achievement in the Arab world represents a tremendous 
qualitative addition to the soft power of the UAE at the stra-
tegic level. The Hope Probe enhances the scientific, techno-
logical and research development in the UAE. Space science 
is a tremendous qualitative addition to the UAE’s capabilities 
in the field of advanced industries and services. 
The Hope Probe embodies the willpower of the prudent 
leadership in fulfilling the dreams of the late 

-
hyan, may God rest his soul, who had a historic 
meeting with the Apollo 17 mission members, 
who came carrying a present from the U.S. Presi-

1974, as a symbol of friendship between the Emirati 
and American peoples. History has immortalised 

-
hyan on this occasion, when he said: “Space travels 
are a source of pride for every human being on Earth 
because they embody faith in God and His power... 
and we, as Arabs, feel that we have a great role in this 
project and in this research. We are proud of the tre-
mendous progress in space science thanks to the rules 
established by Arab scientists hundreds of years ago. We 
hope that peace will prevail, and humans will be aware of 
the dangers that threaten them because of backward-
ness”.
An important aspect of the Emirati achievement is proba-
bly that it breaks the monopoly of technologically ad-
vanced countries in the space exploration race. For decades, 

this race remained a monopoly on the fierce scientific and 
research competition between the U.S. and the former Sovi-
et Union during the Cold War era and one of the manifesta-
tions of global strategic power and influence. Later, other 
countries and blocs joined, including the European Union, 
China, Japan and India, where great emphasis was on send-
ing trips to the moon. 
The unique UAE experience, on the Arab and regional levels, 
confirms the fact that space travel is based on accurate scien-
tific planning. The first indicators of what has been recently 
achieved through the Hope Probe were born in 2006, when 
the MBRSC National Space Agency began the Knowledge 
Transfer Programme with South Korea, and this collabora-
tion produced a group of Earth observation satellites, includ-
ing DubaiSat-1 and DubaiSat-2, which were launched in 
2009 and 2013. 

Context
Without in-depth research and analysis, there is an obvious 
link between the trait of hope and the UAE values and princi-
ples, and its civilisational and humanitarian mission in its 
Arab and regional surroundings. The mission of Mars explo-
ration is part of competition with ourselves and with others, 
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while realising by the UAE and its wise leadership that the 
country, in light of the difficult circumstances that the Arab 
world is going through, has great responsibilities to mobilise 
energies and motivate millions of Arab youth to look opti-

-
hyan, President of the UAE, may God protect him, affirmed 
that “the launch of the Hope Probe on its historic journey to 
Mars, bearing the slogan of our country “Nothing is Impossi-
ble” is a national and Arab achievement and an advanced 
Emirati step in the process of building global knowledge in 
the field of space.” 
His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, 
Vice President and Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler of 
Dubai pointed out that the name was chosen from among 
thousands of proposals, because it sends a message of opti-
mism to millions of Arab youths. His Highness said, “The Arab 
civilisation once played a great role in contributing to human 
knowledge and will play this role again. The Hope Probe em-
bodies the culture of possibilities which is deeply rooted in 
the UAE’s approach, philosophy and journey toward acceler-
ating development.” 

-
yed Al Nahyan said, “We congratulate the UAE and the Arabs 
on the arrival of the Hope Probe into its orbit.” This keenness 
on the part of the wise leadership to put the Emirati pioneer-
ing achievement in its Arab context embodies the UAE’s role 
and mission in creating hope, spreading positivity, and pull-
ing millions of Arab youths out of the clutches of despair and 
frustration. Due to the outbreak of the Novel Coronavirus 
pandemic, which has caused more human suffering in the 
Arab world and globally, everyone looks for a glimmer of 
hope and positive news, as we all also need to see a light at 
the end of the tunnel. 

Hope Probe into the orbit of Mars, saying in a tweet, “We 
watched with enthusiasm the entry of the Emirati Hope 
Probe into Mars orbit today... Hope Probe is the first of 3 
spacecraft to reach Mars in February, and the UAE is the fifth 
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country in history to reach Mars… Congratulations to them!” 
The U.S. State Department added: “We are proud to work 
with the Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Space Centre.”

-
sion Department at NASA, congratulated the UAE on the suc-
cessful arrival of the Hope Probe to Mars, and said in his tweet 
that the UAE’s bold step to explore Mars will inspire many 
countries to follow suit.

Hope Probe to its destination is an important achievement, 
and that the mission has indeed succeeded regardless of the 
results of all its stages. They pointed out that the UAE probe 
has proven to the world that ambition and passion accompa-
nied by political will can enable a young country to join the 
club of world powers in the field of space research.

Spatiales (CNES), affirmed that the world looks at the UAE af-
ter launching the Hope Probe as a rising power at the global 
level. He pointed out that the UAE’s space activity has gained 
a foothold, and that the first Arab expedition led by the UAE 
“places it among the ranks of the major powers in the world 
of space and its sciences.”
Gall indicated the extreme importance of this mission by say-
ing, “A few billion years ago, the Earth was in the same posi-
tion as Mars in almost everything, but Mars turned into a cold 
and frozen desert, while the Earth has seas and oceans and 
supports life. If we understand Mars well, we will understand 
the Earth better.”
The New York Times reported that the UAE has developed a 
new and innovative approach in building the UAE project to 
explore Mars. An expanded report published by the newspa-
per on the Emirati space ambition indicated that the new ap-
proach adopted by the UAE in building the probe is to estab-
lish relations with countries that have long experience in 
sending vehicles into space.

Science Center and Professor of Astrophysics and Space 
physics, said that a new history is now being written by the 
UAE. There is a great strategic importance for the probe, as it 
realises the hope of science and technology for Arab people 
to be in the ranks of developed countries in the field of space.
Conclusion
The Hope Probe mission is a tremendous qualitative break-
through for the coming 50 years of the UAE. It is also an in-
credible momentum for the UAE’s rise to global competitive-
ness by the UAE Centennial 2071. This unprecedented scien-
tific achievement on the Arab and regional levels is a link in 
the series of successes of the unique Emirati model and the 
ambitions of the UAE leadership, which leads the Emirati 
dream and inspires the Arab youth in the 21st century.
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While the navies play a prodigious role in the protection of 
nations, ensuring safety of the seas/ maritime routes and in-
volving in humanitarian interventions, the challenges they 
face are complex and multiplying by the day. 
Hardening of threats, acceleration of technological develop-
ments, new economic and environmental imbalances and 
the sheer size of the ocean environment are prompting na-
vies to reassess their options.
The message out there is clear: The groundwork for opera-

tions with AI can—and must—be laid today, or the naval 
forces of the nation will be left unprepared for future mis-
sions.
There is no time to pause. Current business practices can be 
implemented expeditiously within the navy to reduce costs, 
increase efficiencies, generate new capabilities, and reduce 
manpower requirements in noncombat roles, which would 
help increase the number of sailors and Marines available for 
deployments and operations.
The practical applications of AI involve intricate tasks that 
augment human involvement and increase humankind’s 
own abilities and productivity. 
AI systems are already helping organisations respond to hu-

Embrace of 

Tighten
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manitarian disasters and emergencies.
Evolving with each passing day, the definition of artificial in-
telligence itself has changed many times since the first con-
ference on AI at Dartmouth College in 1956, at which re-
searchers joined together to theorise about the combination 
of robotics, neural networks, and programming. 
At present, AI is a self-teaching machine. Rather than a pro-
gramme with set inputs and outputs, AI teaches itself and 
changes as its environment changes. 

An AI system has four layers, which interact with each other 
to mimic human intelligence. AI itself is considered the top-
most layer, which absorbs, stores, and processes information 

to make decisions. 
One layer below, the AI relies on machine learning, which al-
lows it to “learn and act without the need for human input.” 
The third level is deep learning, which contains the AI’s ability 
to process images, speech, and language. 
Finally, the bedrock of the AI system is the neural network, 
which processes data. The most significant opportunities for 
new research exist in this neural-network layer. 
It’s not that AI can supercede human intelligence in the im-
mediate instant. While the human brain has over one hun-
dred billion neurons, the most advanced AI available today 
only has about one billion neuron equivalents. 
Artificial Intelligence itself is divided into two categories. 
General AI attempts to mimic the human brain in autono-
mous thought, while narrow AI is the creation of smart com-
puters to deal with complex problems. 
Though General AI does not exist as yet, major progress in 
the field of narrow AI provides huge opportunity for the 

efficiencies 

interact to mimic human 
intelligence
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eventual creation of general AI.
In fact, AI, as many understand and use today, is narrow AI. 
For example, narrow AI is used on most commercial passen-
ger planes. On Boeing 777s, pilots only spend about seven 
minutes out of every flight manually flying the plane, while 
Airbus pilots manually fly about three and a half minutes of 
every flight. 
IBM’s Deep Blue and Watson projects are both advanced ver-
sions of narrow AI that have received much attention. Ama-
zon’s Alexa and Apple’s Siri are both examples of narrow AI 
beginning to make significant impact on people’s lives. 
Advanced progress in narrow AI can be used with human-in-
the-loop (HITL) systems for “expanded human potential.” 
While AI systems have beaten world-class chess players on 
numerous occasions, the greatest success is achieved when 
an AI is paired with a human. In an HITL system, human deci-
sions and operations are advanced through integration with 
AI, such as in flight simulation trainers. An HITL system re-
quires a human user working with the AI and making deci-

sions on the basis of AI recommendations. The system em-
powers human interaction with AI. Importantly, the platform 
can be designed to defer decision-making to human opera-
tors. 
Unmanned aerial vehicles and other intelligence, surveil-
lance, and reconnaissance (ISR) platforms operate with these 
designs. Both HITL and human-on-the-loop systems—in 
which a human becomes involved to override the system 
when needed —are certain to play a vital role in future mili-
tary applications of AI. 

The best examples of AI that can apply to the Navy are those 
that people are already using effectively. Simple AI pro-
grammes are all around us. Google Maps uses AI to pro-
gramme the most-efficient routes for drivers. Chatbots such 
as Siri, Alexa, and Microsoft’s Cortana are AI applications that 
have advanced considerably and continue to learn and re-
fine their output to support the personalised needs of their 
users better. 
AI can even act as an “intelligent salesman,” providing per-
sonalised sales recommendations to customers—also 
known as smart advertising. Organisations such as Uber 
Technologies use dynamic pricing—accurately pricing a 
commodity or service between supply and demand. 
AI engines can create fake videos with realistic images and 

billion neurons; most 
advanced AI has one billion 
neurons 

AI can be a critical component in missions
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sounds. Researchers at the University 
of Washington were able to create a 
realistic but fabricated video of former 
president Barack Obama giving a 
speech using AI. 
Navy and Marine Corps could use it to 
gain insight into an individual’s actions 
and thoughts relevant to warfare.
DoD’s Unmanned Aircraft
The integration of greater AI autonomy reduces casualty 
rates of armed forces’ personnel.  Such systems can adopt 
riskier tactics, target with greater accuracy and operate with 
greater endurance, range, and speed even while retaining a 
superior level of flexibility and mobility
It will be interesting to note that the U.S. Department of De-
fence’s (DoD) 11,000 unmanned aircraft currently make up 
40 per cent of the total number of U.S. military aircraft. 
There are six mission parameters determining the applicabil-
ity of AI. These are speed of decision making, volume of data, 
quality of data links, complexity of the action, danger of the 
mission, and required endurance. 
AI can be a critical component in missions with high or com-
plex levels of these parametres, such as cyber operations; 
missile defence; data analysis; ISR data integration; contested 
communication or operations; unmanned vehicle opera-
tions, including unmanned undersea operations; air opera-
tions centre activities; multi-mission operations; and chemi-
cal, biological, radiological, and nuclear attack cleanup. 

The near-term applications of AI can make the Navy more re-
sponsive and deadly. Since narrow AI is simply the composi-
tion of “machine-learning solutions that target a specific 
task,” the technology can be applied to a range of functions, 

especially in noncombat processes.
These near-term AI applications can cut 
costs and lay the groundwork for full-
scale adoption of complex AI systems in 
the next decade. 
Currently functioning AI systems can be 
used to support administration, personal 
productivity, planning, logistics, crisis re-

sponse, training, intelligence, force protection, and force 
structure. 
This section will examine these possibilities by applying cur-
rent private industry practices to naval functions.
Administration
Administration is a primary support function within the Navy 
that can be revolutionised through AI. Numerous companies 
already use AI to assist with information-input management, 
which involves processing “incoming mail, e-mails, invoices, 
spreadsheets, presentations, PDFs, and other documents.” AI 
can help with the preprocessing of information (i.e., who 
needs this information and how does it reach them) as well 
as the maintenance and categorisation. Insurance providers 
use AI to identify topics from e-mails and letters and route 
them to the correct internal departments. Logistics compa-
nies are using AI to assist with internal functions such as ac-
counting and human resources. 
AI can work with robotic, rules-based processes, such as fill-
ing in forms and accessing data, to be a force multiplier for 
administrative work. Estimates predict that 65 per cent of hu-
man resources rules-based processes can be automated us-
ing a combination of AI and robotics. As Navy is inundated 
with documents and correspondence, AI can have a direct 
impact on their efficiency.
AI is already generating written reports for news agencies. 

Unmanned aerial vehicle delivering payload to the Ohio-
class ballistic-missile submarine USS Henry M. Jackson

AI systems are already helping organisations 
respond to humanitarian disasters and emergencies
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News outlets such as the Associated Press (AP), 
Fox, and Yahoo use platforms from Automated 
Insights to write stories about earnings reports 
and sports recaps.  The AI-writing platform, 
called Wordsmith, is a natural-language-gen-
eration platform that turns data into written 
comprehensive text. The programme allowed 
the AP to publish 12 times more stories in a 
specific topic area with fewer errors and great-
er efficiency. 
Since AI can learn to standardise documents, 
accomplish repeated tasks, and analyse data faster than hu-
mans can, it is suited to support perfectly the administration 
functions of the Navy. 
The list of possibilities for implementation by Navy is endless: 
processing command check-ins and checkouts, facilitating 
awards write-ups and processing, executing search and cre-
ation of policies and orders, authorising travel, routing lists, 
disseminating white papers, and many more.
Personal Productivity
Increases in the daily personal productivity of Naval person-
nel can trim manhour requirements and generate efficiency 
at the individual level. Existing AI platforms can organise, 
write, and disseminate correspondence for their users.  Ad-
vances in speech recognition also hold enormous promise 
for personal productivity. Speech-recognition capabilities 
can be used for authentication, instructions, planning, pro-
duction, and coordination. Hours spent creating and editing 
documents, approving forms, passing documents and shar-

ing information could be reduced each 
day. 
These additional free hours allow for 
greater productivity at the individual 
level and increased opportunity for re-
sponsibility at the unit level. At the most 
positive extreme, never again would a 
sailor be refused the opportunity to at-
tend a training school or advanced in-
structional course because his or her 
presence at work was indispensable. 

The AI, which had been tracking that individual’s work for 
months, would be able to slide into his or her place for the 
duration of the absence. 
Planning
Many leaders at all levels of command express frustration 
over lack of coordination between departments, inadequate 
duty turnover, and loss of long-term knowledge when vital 
personnel retire or redeploy. AI offers a solution through ro-
bust search function. Google has nearly perfected search 
techniques using a process called RankBrain. 
The AI remembers what other users asked for before and the 
eventual end locations of their searches. It then applies that 
knowledge to the next search having similar inputs. 
Leadership principles across the services call for the one-
third–two-thirds rule of planning: one-third of the time for 
the leader, two-thirds of the time for the subordinate units. AI 
could transform this into a one-tenth–nine-tenths rule. Such 
capabilities could save millions of dollars from the Navy bud-

used on most 
commercial 
passenger 
planes

Speech-recognition capabilities can be used for authentication, 
instructions, planning, production, and coordination
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get by determining inefficiencies, identify-
ing discrepancies, managing accounts, 
and providing more-exact financial esti-
mates for mission planning. 
The most difficult step of military plan-
ning—orders development—could be 
streamlined with AI. Writing hundred-
page documents with limitless number of 
annexes, appendices, and tabs has 
plagued staff officers since at least the Byzantine Empire in 
the tenth century. In only three weeks, Booz Allen Hamilton 
(BAH) developed its prototype Tabletop Commander pro-
gramme, which can process an entire operations order and 
convert it into a “visually pleasing, realistic” interface for the 
recipient to use. The service could be helpful for amphibious 
ready groups (ARGs) and Marine expeditionary units (MEUs) 
operating in constantly changing environments.

Transportation, logistics, and supply capabilities stand to 
benefit from advances in AI. Google Maps provides the basic 
example of the harnessed power of AI by using location and 
transportation data from thousands of smartphones to plan 
optimal transport routes. Uber uses such programmes to de-
termine the most-exact arrival times, travel times, and pickup 
locations. Commercial and logistics aircraft harness AI for use 
in mechanical processes such as autopilot and route plan-
ning, to mitigate disruptions. In the logistics industry, courier 
and parcel company DHL Express and IBM collaborated on a 
project exploring the current and future uses of AI. 

AI and logistics are natural partners since 
“the network-based nature of the industry 
provides a natural framework for imple-
menting and scaling AI,” which helps am-
plify “the human components of highly or-
ganised global supply chains. The Naval 
Forces could use these capabilities for 
monitoring vehicles, fleets, buildings, bas-
es, and operational areas.  

AI systems have been are helping organisations respond to 
humanitarian disasters and emergencies. According to the 
U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 15 
events caused over US$22 billion in damage within the Unit-
ed States alone in 2017.  Even nominal increases in disaster 
response efficiency can result in immense benefits. 
AI systems are used to collect data in time sequences to track 
changes in disaster-stricken areas for generating damage 
claims and publishing images for media outlets and first re-
sponders to use.
Artificial Intelligence for Digital Response (AIDR) won the 
2015 Open Source Software System Challenge for its applica-
tion of AI to emergencies and humanitarian crises.
 The AIDR platform uses AI to sort through and categorise 
thousands of social media messages per minute into differ-
ent categories for action, such as medical needs or shelter-
ing. AIDR can help disaster-relief managers direct their ef-
forts to the areas most desperately in need of aid, as well as to 
apply the correct types of aid (e.g., food supplies, medical as-

U.S. DoD 
utilises 11,000 
unmanned 
aircraft  

AI can deliver critical electronic warfare improvement to the fleets
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sistance, heavy lift via helicopters) to the areas where they 
are required. 
Often, in times of disaster when public services and infra-
structure fail, social media platforms are the most accurate 
and answerable form of information for on-the-ground aid 
workers. 
The ability of AI to sort through thousands of social media 
videos, pictures, and posts helps response teams map out 
disaster sites, provide early warnings of new disasters, and 
verify reports in real time.
In military terms, the combination of AI, social media, and 
drones could create a “common and complete picture for 
emergency operations centres,” aiding a commander’s com-
mand-and-control capabilities. 
Training
Military training evaluations are notorious for their lack of 
reality. AI capabilities for the creation of data—photo-
graphs, videos, written text, and three-dimensional displays 
can magnify the efforts of existing small opposing forces 
(OPFOR) and simulated enemy forces often called Red Cell 
sections.
Training events involving communication, such as calls for 
fire, close air support and casualty evacuation requests can 
be challenging. Realistic and immersive decision-making 
exercises, information-processing evolutions, and instruc-
tional methods can be created and refined whenever need-
ed. An OPFOR AI learns when students begin to exhibit pre-

dictable patterns and where continuous mistakes are 
made, and refines the training evolution to address those 
problems. 
WalkMe, a software training platform, uses AI to develop 
customised learning plans for users to take advantage of 
their talents and learning styles.  The system guides the 
learner through the new software and adapts the speed 
and depth of instruction to the learner’s abilities.
Such programmes could be used to enhance professional 
education and training such as distance and resident pro-
fessional military education programmes and military oc-
cupational specialty (MOS) training. 
Intelligence
Intelligence-collection systems are overwhelming institu-
tional capacity for sorting and analysis. Future intelligence 
operations will provide even more data points from which it 
will be progressively difficult to “discern the truth.” The cur-
rent defence Intelligence Community collects more data in 
one day than its entire workforce ever could analyse. 
Military deception will become easier for both allies and 
adversaries. In the realm of intelligence collection, much 
research and work already have focused on new “swarm” 
techniques to eliminate an adversary’s ability to hide.
Ultracheap 3D-printed mini-drones could allow the United 
States to field billions—yes, billions—of tiny, insect-like 
drones. 
AI assistance to intelligence can be applied to tracking and 

AI can coordinate training events involving communication, such as calls for fire, 
close air support and casualty evacuation requestsevacuation requests 
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targeting. The AI exploits approximately 1.5 million differ-
ent images and is adapting its system to document conser-
vation details in categories such as geographic regions and 
environmental impacts.  AI has led to growth in imagery 
analysis. 
 Just as AI can be programmed to learn from tax documents 
and contractual agreements to sort out details, the same AI 
can be programmed to sort through operations orders, da-
tabases, mission briefs, status-of-forces agreements, DoD 
policies, planning doctrine, and historical records to gener-
ate ideas and propose courses of action for commanders. 
Force Protection
AI centred computer-vision technology could be used for 
security and base access. Providing base security consti-
tutes a major use of manpower on naval installations. AI 
could augment gate-security guards by providing approv-
al or denial for both vehicles and individuals. The system 
could assess the risk applicable to new persons requesting 
access, determine access approvals, and increase security 
measures on an installation as needed, depending on in-
ternal and external threats. Photo and speech recognition 
can provide an additional security layer when deciding on 
access. 

The Transportation Security Administration is implement-
ing AI to improve the effectiveness of screening methods in 
U.S. airports significantly.
Mobile and roaming robotic collection platforms can also 
harness AI for force protection. 
Personnel management
AI has innumerable applications for force structure and per-
sonnel management. For recruiting and force preservation, 
AI could provide early warning about at-risk personnel. 
Fama in U.S. is an AI-based company that screens public per-
sonas on social media platforms to detect violent or racist 
tendencies. An estimated 43 per cent of private employers 
screen potential candidates’ and employees’ social media 
accounts for such traits. 
In the Navy, this kind of system could be used for force-pres-
ervation, recruiting, and transition programmes. The system 
could be used for intelligence purposes, to identify key 
nodes and leaders of networks. 
AI not only could decrease the number of personnel neces-
sary but also reduce costs and help recruiters to be more ef-
ficient by targeting strategically chosen candidates. 
Implementation
Successful implementation of AI into the Navy cannot be 
outsourced totally. AI systems and the databases they use 
are specific to the institutions that incorporate them. AI can 
reach its maximum effectiveness only when the right peo-
ple are paired with the right data. For successful implemen-
tation and growth, the Navy needs military specialists with 
knowledge of AI, human-AI collaboration, AI-database in-
terworking, AI ethics and policy, and specific subcategories 
of AI, such as machine learning and deep learning. 
Database compilation is a long-term process that should 
begin today. Fortunately, many tools and processes are 
available and can be replicated. 
Army researchers have found that their needs for AI, such as 
autonomous convoys in rough environments, manned-un-
manned teams for ISR targeting, and intelligence analysis, 
are not yet “of significant interest” to private companies. Ulti-
mately, these business applications provide not a specific 
solution but rather inspiration and a roadmap that the De-
partment of Navy (DoN) can use to implement AI strategi-
cally throughout its departments.
Reference Text/Photo: 
Heller, Christian H. (2019) “The Future Navy—Near-Term Applica-
tions of Artificial Intelligence,” Naval War College Review: Vol. 72 : 
No. 4 , Article 7.
www.lockheedmartin.com
www.northropgrumman.com
www.navy.mil
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TITUS 

Warfare 
Constraints

Designed and manufactured for extreme protection, TITUS provides a wide response to all 
asymmetric threats: mobility, protection, ergonomy and flexible deployment.
The vehicle was earlier unveiled at DSEI , the International Defence & Security event in London. 
Continuing a famous long lineage, including Leclerc (MBT), VBCI (IFV) and ARAVIS (highly pro-
tected 4x4), all combat proven in many theatres of operation, Nexter has combined the best of 
its experience and technology in TITUS. 
The variants of Nexter TITUS include a target acquisition vehicle, command post, ambulance, 
and self-propelled 120mm mortar vehicle, while other variants such as urban area, mobility 
support and recovery and re-supply vehicles are available on request.
The development of the vehicle has been progressive. It took two years of internal develop-
ment and investment by the company to provide a cost-efficient wheeled armoured vehicle 
solution.
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Technical  Characteristics
Mobility

and 1/0/1 steering capability

30 per cent, obstacle 0.7m

Protection

TITUS provides 

asymmetric threats
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By its modularity, TITUS family is dedicated to every unit, fac-
ing different threats in an evolving environment. From Infan-
try transport to combat support and combat service support 
functions, from Peace Keeping Operations to Counter-Insur-
gency, TITUS has brought the technology into the heart of 
the action.
While it has been designed to meet the military markets of 
the Middle East and Asia, TATRA TRUCKS Inc. and NEXTER 
SYSTEMS have already agreed to strengthen their coopera-
tion for the new state-of-the-art TITUS based on a modified 
6x6 TATRA TRUCKS chassis. 
As per the pact, TATRA TRUCKS will be responsible as prime 
contractor for the preparation of the bids and the integration 
of the TITUS vehicles earmarked for the Czech and Slovak 
armed forces, with the support of NEXTER SYSTEMS, acting 
as design authority. 
“Nexter and TATRA TRUCKS are looking forward to localising 
products in the UAE to provide regional countries with op-
portunities of Transfer of Technology (ToT) and accessibility 
to international technologies,” according to Olivier Travert, 
Senior Vice President, Sales, Nexter Group.
Armament
Flexibility offers a huge advantage. TITUS can be equipped 
with any kind of Remote Control Weapon Station from 
7.62mm to 25mm, and 40mm Grenade Launchers as well, 
depending on the level of threats and type of missions. It can 
be fitted with a Nexter ARX20 remotely controlled turret lo-
cated on the front left side of the top of the hull, as exhibited 
in IDEX 2021.
The ARX20 remotely controlled weapon station (RWS) devel-
oped and built by Nexter mounts the 20mm 10M621 auto-
matic gun, and fires 20x102 NATO ammunition at a rate of 
750 rds./min. A 7.62mm coaxial machine gun is mounted to 

the right of the main armament and a bank of four smoke 
grenade dischargers is mounted at the front of the turret. 
The new weapon station provides greater range and effect, 
compared to common RWS operating 12.7mm weapons 
while offering reduced weight and improved compactness, 
compared to equivalent 25-30mm turrets.
Nexter and its partner EOS are also working on the integra-
tion of a 30x113mm turret on TITUS.
Favourable Design
The layout of the Nexter TITUS is similar to MRAP (Mine Resis-
tant Ambush Protected) category vehicle with the engine at 
the front, the crew compartment in the middle, and the 
troop’s area at the rear. 
The APC (Armoured Personnel Carrier) version of the TITUS 
Nexter has seating for 10 dismounted troops, a commander 
station, and a gunner and driver in the front. The front part of 
the vehicle and the windows provide protection against 
small arms firing and shell splinters, Level 2, STANAG 4569 
and Level 2 for the crew and soldiers compartment able to 
withstand a 50 kg IED blast. 
The TITUS can be fitted with add-on armour to increase the 
protection to Level 3 for the engine bonnet and armoured 
glasses, and Level 4 for the crew and soldiers compartment, 
with IED protection of 150 kg blast, increased by the original 
Nexter SAFEPRO design. 
The vehicle is also equipped with SAFEPRO seats to increase 
the motorised infantryman’s survival. Importantly, it protects 
the lower limbs with the foot-rest, the pelvis and the spine 
with the patented seat system and the nape and the head 
with the head-rest and 4-point harness. 
The SAFEPRO seat limits shocks suffered by the infantryman 
in case of an explosion of blast-effect mines or IEDs. The front 
part of the hull is equipped with a large windscreen which 

TITUS is designed 
to meet military 
markets of ME, 
Asia

Technology
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enables the crew to have wide forward visibility. One door is 
available on each side at the front of the hull, with a small bul-
letproof area on the upper part. Each side of the troop’s com-
partment is equipped with three small bulletproof windows 
and firing ports, which are covered when the add-on armour 
is fitted on the vehicle. 
Exceptional Mobility
The Nexter TITUS offers exceptional mobility through its Ta-
tra 6x6 chassis coupled with a Cummins 500 Hp engine cou-
pled to an automatic gearbox with 6 forward and 1 reverse 
speeds. 
The vehicle has front and rear wheeled steering with Allison 
automatic transmission offering 6x4 drives on roads with full 
6x6 drives over difficult terrain. The chassis consists of a cen-
tral backbone tube and independently suspended swinging 
half-axles. The TITUS can run at a maximum road speed of 
110 km/h with a maximum cruising range of 700 km. 
It can cross a vertical step of 650 mm and a fording depth of 
1.2m without preparation. The vehicle is able to negotiate 
slope up to 60% and side slope to 30 per cent.
Accessories
The Nexter TITUS is integrated within the C4I network 
through the last generation of electronic combat equip-

ment, as the Nexter Battlefield Management System FIND-
ERS provides situational awareness, enhanced by a perimet-
ric camera system, and reconnaissance robot (NERVA LG), al-
lowing safe dismounting. The TITUS is fitted with four camer-
as providing 360° coverage. 
Middle East Focus
In an interview with Nation Shield, Olivier Travert and Tomas 
Mynarcik, Director – Defence Programmes, stated that the 
TITUS provides much-needed protection to the field soldiers, 
especially from IEDs and mines. It is ready for production lo-
cally for customers looking to expand their capabilities.  
Olivier Travert elaborated: “Nexter is a well-known company 
providing defence makers, artillery systems, ammunition, 
and weapon systems for several armies. TITUS, which is de-
signed and produced jointly with TATRA, is a very successful 
product. We are trying to promote it in the UAE to meet the 
need of regional forces.”
Talking about the importance of the partnership with Nexter, 
Tomas Mynarcik said, “The partnership is critical to us as it al-
lows us to bring a unique product like TITUS to our home 
country, the Czech Republic. We are looking forward to ex-
panding that reach in the Middle East too.” 
According to Olivier Travert, protection is the key. “We are not 
talking about basic safety, but protection from IED and mines 
for the soldiers inside the vehicles is of utmost importance. I 
think the customer in the region understands this, which is 
why the vehicle has been receiving interest from various del-
egations.”
The TITUS has already found at least three buyers, and the 
makers are hoping to find new buyers in the region. He adds, 
“What is unique in our joint proposal is our capability to build 
this solution locally. We are looking forward to partner with 
local armed forces and businesses. This is in line with the 
country’s vision of building local capabilities, which I believe 
can create a good opportunity for both our companies.”
Mynarcik added that TATRA Trucks has already established its 
local subsidiary to offer a unified channel for local services 
and solutions assembly and local control of the work. 
Customisable
To meet all the threat environments, TITUS is customisable in 
different configurations:

control equipment, dozer blade, non-lethal weapons. 
-

nade launchers, protection level 3, jammers, shooting detec-
tors mounted with ARX®25.

Additional Light Machine Guns on the back, protection level 
4, bar armour against RPG, additional armour on windows, 
cable cutters, assault ladder.
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